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We offer weekly or bi-weekly facilitated 1:1 Social Skills Training sessions utilizing 
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Education Tutoring or Brainwave Optimization sessions. Additional time in our 
exploration rooms can be booked based on availability.

Additionally, we offer add-on meditation rooms, often nicknamed “mom rooms” 
for those times when moms or other caregivers need a little quiet time while their 

child is receiving services in our center.
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D
o you have a story to share? Perhaps you have in-
formation that would be helpful to other parents 
with ASD kids and want to share the info. Why not 
share your story/info with us? Autism Parenting 
Magazine wants parents and caregivers to unite 

to help each other. Our writing guidelines are simple.

Ideally, the topic needs to be relevant to the magazine. 
Any topic that is related to parenting a child with au-
tism or being a person on the spectrum that is parent-
ing would be a relevant topic. Released on a monthly 
basis, the magazine features the latest news, tips, and 
advice for parents of children with autism. With helpful 
advice that covers subjects like: behavioral tips, sensory 
processing issues, mitigating meltdowns, special edu-
cation needs and getting access to services, we are con-
fident that the magazine will become a must read for 
parents of children with autism.

We do ask that you submit a topic, title or idea of the ar-
ticle to make sure that someone hasn’t already covered 
the same thing by emailing the editor. You may use a 
blog post that you have posted on your blog already.

THE ARTICLE SHOULD BE A MINIMUM OF 300 WORDS. 
FONT DOES NOT MATTER. WE DO ASK THAT IF YOU 
USE SOURCES TO PLEASE CITE YOUR SOURCES AT THE 
END OF YOUR ARTICLE TO AVOID PLAGIARISM.

At the end of your article please include a few sentences 
about yourself and your writing or autism related back-
ground with links to your site or products.

Please note that we cannot post your article with-
out a small bio. So please do not forget to send a few 
sentences about yourself with your article.

If you have something interesting or informative to 
share please email
editor@autismparentingmagazine.com.

CONTRIBUTE

Autism Parenting 
Magazine
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We also have an enlightening piece written by Colleen Hittle, 
the mother of a recent college graduate, who shares informa-
tion she wished she had known when her son with Asperger’s 
syndrome went away to college.  

This month, we are thrilled to introduce a new regular column 
called Autism Warrior, which has been formed to celebrate 
people in the autism community who work tirelessly to pave 
the way for autism awareness and acceptance.  We chose Er-
nie Els as our first warrior, the professional golfer whose son 
with autism inspired the establishment of the Els for Autism 
Foundation and the Els Center of Excellence.  Take a look at 
the piece Professional Golfer a Game Changer for Autism Com-
munity, as Ernie shares his inspiration and goals.

This issue touches on so many interesting topics, from ways 
music intervention can support social interaction to steps you 
can take to encourage personal thought and verbal sharing 
with your child with autism.  If you’re in search of fresh thera-
pies, we have an article on the benefits of service dogs and a 
personal narrative written by a mother who has successfully 
used art therapy with her young boy with autism.

We would like to thank all of the families who participated 
in our first cover photo contest. Congratulations to Natalya 
Smith whose 16-year old son, Isaiah Noah Williams, is featured 
this month on our cover. We recently learned more about Isa-
iah’s miraculous journey from his mother, as he was born at 
23 weeks and weighed in at only 1 pound 1.5 ounces.  He lost 
his right eye from too much oxygen, which detached his ret-
ina and required surgery. Isaiah is visually impaired and non-
verbal, but he understands everything and is very indepen-
dent. He was diagnosed with autism at age four. Natalya will 
receive all of our back issues, worth $239!

We also want to congratulate three additional families whose 
photos were so charming we requested to use them through-
out this issue.  Be sure to look for Asher Hufton (5), Jason Coo-
per (6), and Chalom Lee Pittman III (9). If you missed our con-
test, be sure to be on the lookout for our next one!

Wishing you happiness as summer ends and a peaceful tran-
sition to your next journey.

Kind regards, 

Amy KD Tobik
Editor-in-Chief

Editor’s Letter

There’s no doubt about it—change is hard. Whether 
you’ve moved, been promoted at work, or even en-
tered a promising relationship, new beginnings can 
generate stress.  For some people, especially those di-

agnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), new life chap-
ters can create high levels of anxiety. This is particularly true 
when it comes to transitioning from the calm days of sum-
mer to the often-hectic school year.  Different faces, routines, 
sights, sounds…the expectation to prosper in a changed en-
vironment can be overwhelming for kids with autism. 

Knowing this is an immense challenge for many, we connect-
ed with doctors, teachers, autism experts, and parents for 
guidance on ways to make positive transitions.  Whether your 
child is headed to daycare, primary, middle/high school, or 
college, this is definitely an issue you will want to read!

First, we reached out to Marisa Goudy, BCBA, of the Nation-
al Speech/Language Therapy Center for some simple strate-
gies to help kids with autism make the vital transition back to 
school.  Take a look at her piece Successful Transitioning: The 
Back to School Blues, as Marisa lays out an approach you and 
your child can use to help prepare for the week leading up to 
school, the nerve-wracking night before, and the momentous 
first day. 

Another way to help the academic year go more smoothly is to 
make solid connections with your child’s school.  Angela Con-
rad, a former special education teacher turned autism mom, 
has provided us with her sage advice on ways both parents 
and teachers can come together to help children on the spec-
trum. In her piece A New Autism Perspective: The Other Side of 
the Table, Angela reiterates the importance of being patient, 
understanding, and respectful in order reach long-term goals. 

For many people with autism, the very thought of exams can 
create high levels of anxiety.  If your child experiences this type 
of stress, take a look at Ways to Prepare for Exams in the New 
School Year with Autism, provided by Kirsty Maher, BA, PGDip, 
SEN.  Kirsty, who has Asperger’s syndrome, offers excellent 
advice on exam preparation and concessions, and she shares 
the importance of providing your child with reassurance.

The ability to secure healthy relationships is another key con-
cern for many children with autism. A survey conducted by a 
charity in 2015 revealed 80 percent of respondents over the 
age of 16 reported to have been bullied by someone they 
thought was a friend.  Social situations are often confusing for 
people with autism, making it difficult to know who to trust 
sometimes. Please take a look at Catherine Sarginson’s piece 
Ways to Help Someone With Special Needs Spot a Fake Friend-
ship, as the Head of Learning Support at Sedbergh School, 
Cumbria, England, provides questions you can ask as a con-
versation prompt to establish whether a child or young per-
son with autism is at risk for mate crime. This a relatively new 
term used to describe when people gain friendship and trust 
with the aim to mistreat. 

We tend to focus on kids when we talk about heading back 
to school. But what about parents and caregivers? It’s not just 
students who experience trepidation and worry. Please take a 
look at Bussing My Son to The World, as James Guttman shares 
his very personal experience placing his nonverbal son with 
autism on the school bus and his warm advice for other par-
ents when handling the big day. 
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EDUCATION

H
eading back to school means 
your child needs to be awake and 
ready to go early in the morn-
ing and then spend all day in an 
environment with more people, 
lights, and sounds than he/she 
may like. This may be followed 

by after school activities—and we haven’t 
even mentioned the amount of school-
work piled on. 

Does your child need some help making 
these important transitions?  Let’s take a 
look at some strategies you and your child 
can use to help prepare for the week lead-
ing up to school, the night before the first 
day, the first morning, and your child’s ar-
rival at school to help him/her transition 
with ease. 

The Week Leading Up to School 

Before school starts, it is helpful for your 
child to be introduced (or re-introduced) to 
familiar people he/she will be seeing (e.g., 
teachers, peers, etc.). Some schools allow a 
teacher to meet you and your child in the 
comfort of your own home, so they can get 
to know one another.  Some schools will 
let your child meet the teacher in the class-
room before school starts, so he/she can 
explore the space.  Sometimes a teacher is 
able to suggest families who would be open 
to connecting before school starts, so your 
child can get to know classmates. Ideas 
for play dates include: going to the play-
ground, getting ice cream, going to local 
activities (e.g., museums, fairs, etc.). These 

Successful Transitioning:  
The Back to School Blues

By Marisa GOUDY, BCBA

Break time is over—it’s time to go back to school!  Sometimes the transition from 
calm summer days to busy school days can be challenging for a child with autism 
spectrum disorder (ASD). 
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initial play dates can serve as the stepping-stone for 
continued play dates throughout the year, which is 
a great way to expand social relationships outside of 
the classroom. 

The Night Before the First Day of School

One of the most important strategies is to create a 
schedule and stick to it as much as possible.  A po-
tential schedule could include: 

	 Dinner: 6:30 pm

	 Playtime and prepare school bag/lunch: 7:00 
pm

	 Bath: 7:30 pm

	 Story: 8:00 pm

	 Lights out: 8:30 pm

Having the same bedtime every night is the most 
important part of the schedule, as sleep is import-
ant for everyone (including kids).  It’s a good idea to 
get the backpack ready the night before, so every-
thing is organized. You can have your child prepare 
for school in different ways depending on his/her 
age (e.g., picking out clothes, making lunch, etc.). 
If your child brings a lunch to school, you can allow 
him/her to help pick some of the food going into the 
lunchbox (such as a favorite snack), so your child has 
something yummy to look forward to at lunch! 

The First School Morning

The morning before school can be a hectic time, so 
having the backpack already prepared is one less 
thing to do.  If your child doesn’t eat breakfast at 
school, one important thing you want to make time 
for is breakfast at home. Being hungry can impact 
a child’s ability to focus, so it’s important to head 
to school with a full stomach, ready to learn!  After 
breakfast, you may have to wait for the bus, which 
can be hard for some kids.  Plan a quick activity to do 
with your child (e.g., playing “I Spy” while looking out 
the window, singing songs, etc.), so there is some-
thing for your child to do if he/she has a difficult time 
waiting.  

At School

Time for school! If you take your child to school, say-
ing goodbye can sometimes be a challenge. While 

telling your child goodbye for the day, be sure to say 
when you will see each other next, such as, “I’ll see 
you after school today.”  Having a clear expectation is 
helpful for all of us. For the younger kiddos, leaving 
when they are engaged in an activity (e.g., playing 
with trains) can be helpful, because they can be dis-
tracted by something they enjoy.  When you are leav-
ing, it is best to leave the area rather than stand out-
side the door/window where your child can see you.  
Saying goodbye and still being visible can confuse a 
child, even though you aren’t directly with him/her. 
While it can be hard to see your child get upset, the 
teacher is well prepared and can help him/her start 
the day. 

Do you want to know how your child’s day was? Tell 
your child’s teacher one or two things that are most 
important for you to know about (e.g., meltdowns, 
communication, eating, play, etc.). This way, you can 
obtain the information you need.

EDUCATION

Marisa Goudy is a Board Certified Behavior Ana-
lyst (BCBA) with National Speech/Language Ther-
apy Center. She directs the behavior programs in 
their Washington, DC, location. For more informa-
tion,  or to contact National Speech directly and 
view the Behavior BluePrints blog, visit their sites: 

Website 
Facebook 
Twitter
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Ways Music Intervention  
Can Support Social Interaction

AUTISM SOLUTIONS

By Dominique LEVACK

T
his is the work of Oliver, who is a 26-year-old 
music student from Brighton in the UK. 

Interesting lyrics, but nothing too usual, you 
may say.  And under ordinary circumstances, 

you would be right.  However, Oliver is autistic and 
echo laic. So these lyrics take you on a more signifi-
cant thought trail, one that allows you a window into 
the world of a young man who is unable to vocally 
express himself in fluid speech. He is, however, more 
than able to express himself through song. 

The significance of putting a melody to these words 
frees up his cognitive ability and reaches through 
his autistic mind, allowing perfect speech to emerge 
through song lyrics. This, in itself, is a little miracle, 
and for Oliver, one can only imagine the freedom 
and sheer joy of this flow. It’s like letting in the sun-
shine from tightly drawn curtains.

The first time Oliver and I were in the studio record-
ing his songs, we were playing back the vocal track 

on its own to get a mix level, and Olli’s face lit up. He 
beamed like the Cheshire Cat from Alice in Wonder-
land.  It took me several minutes to work out why 
he was having such a positive reaction, as most peo-
ple cringe when they hear themselves singing back 
through professional speakers. Olli, on the other 
hand, seemed to be in rapture.  Eyes closed and face 
pointed toward the speakers, he was listening to 
himself singing. He heard the essence of himself, his 
voice, unhindered and flowing like a river. He was in 
tune, in time, and in control of his expressions, and I 
marveled at what that might feel like after 26 years.  
An undiscovered part of him suddenly burst forth, 
singing his thoughts and feelings in a song. 

I Can See When You’re 
Not Happy 

I cannot hear you 

When I’m in a hurry

I can see when you’re not happy.

I went to the airport

I went on the plane

I can see when you’re not happy

I went to the factory

Where they make lots of cheese

I can see when you’re not happy
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With echolalia, Olli can only repeat what others around him say, 
sometimes answering ‘yes’ and ‘no’ questions as well.  However, 

with a simple melody, he was able to transform his unique 
thoughts into song, making the impossible possible. 

AUTISM SOLUTIONS

Would it be perhaps like seeing a giant image of 
yourself on the screen for the first time?

With echolalia, Olli can only repeat what others 
around him say, sometimes answering ‘yes’ and ‘no’ 
questions as well.  However, with a simple melody, 
he was able to transform his unique thoughts into 
song, making the impossible possible. It was hum-
bling to witness, and so our musical partnership 
took on a more symbolic meaning. This wasn’t about 
playing music with an autistic student: our work to-
gether was about co-creating his music and giving 
him a voice.

I have worked with Olli for nearly two years now, and 
we spend 45-50 minutes each week improvising. I 
follow his lead and create a musical structure for him 
to express himself through what I call melodic words. 
Melodic words are sometimes in English, French, or 
Slovak (his exceptional SEN support worker Peter 
Juhas is from Slovakia), and sometimes the words 

are not in any language. However, they are still cre-
ations that serve to show how he is willing to partici-
pate and formulate a flow.  We traverse subjects that 
many people with autism enjoy—like machines and 
animals—and we roam around in the world of pos-
sibilities as his sense of humor explores every corner 
of life from his unique perspective. Songs are about 
ride-on lawnmowers, eating pizza in the Spanish 
mountains, black panthers, etc.  Most recently, Olli 
was able to express his observations on feelings, 
which, again, is unusual. As the words took a melodic 
shape, they fell freely from his lips. Perhaps the most 
touching song about Olli’s ability to see and under-
stand a relationship between him and another is “I 
Can See When You’re Not Happy.”

Our sessions began in a spacious music studio, with 
him setting up the microphone through the mixer 
while I faced away from him at the piano. I observed 
how he was standing or walking around, and I lis-
tened for his low verbalizations (usually, but not al-
ways, in F) then I musicalized his offerings and found 
a chordal pattern to act as a boat under him, carrying 
him off. Olli is also a good drummer and was able 
to sing and play at the same time. Musical idioms 
that Olli seems to enjoy are klezma, blues, and trib-
al drumming, and I wonder if it’s the quick rhythmic 
patterns of these styles that awaken and pique his 
musicality. He is very responsive and takes the lead 
with his melodies once we have established a loose 
structure of 8-16 bars.

We have worked especially on endings in recent 
sessions, and Olli is now able to read musical cues, 
such as slowing down, that signal the end of a song. 
Quite often, we are able to finish a song together at a 
musically natural point. Olli always takes time to pro-
cess after a song, standing still and looking like he 
is quietly contemplating his creation. He may then 
rock back and forth and vocalize in his familiar low 
hum—perhaps waiting for the next song to set him 
free.
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Olli is now playing with other young people at col-
lege and enjoys singing covers from his favorite 
bands, REM, and Oasis. His gentle and good nature 
makes him a popular bandmate, coupled with his 
dedication to the music. 

He is a musical being, and being musical seems to 
bring him closer to his soul.

AUTISM SOLUTIONS

Dominique Levack is a music specialist in Brighton, 
England. She studied at Nordoff Robbins in London 
and works with various clients with mixed pathol-
ogies, including dementia, autism, and Down syn-
drome. She enjoys using music interventions and 
singing to connect and create, and she was present-
ed with The John Lennon Songwriting Award by the 
PRS in her early career. Through music, Dominique 
helps to allow clients to express themselves and re-
alize their musical potentials, especially when other 
means of communication isn’t always possible.
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A
s a special education teacher, I thought I had 
a good understanding of special needs in 
general. I recall sitting in my college cours-
es, learning about all of the mild to severe 
disabilities, wondering what else I needed 
to know.  I learned more and more each year 
from my amazing students in my classroom.  

What I didn’t know at the time was that I actually knew 
very little. Teaching children with special needs and 
raising them are two totally different journeys in life. I 
now have had the pleasure of experiencing both.

If there is anything that I can pass along to all of the 
special education teachers and therapists, it would 
be to listen to your parents. They may not have a de-
gree in their child’s disability, but they know more 
than any professional could ever begin to imagine. 
You don’t know the level of exhaustion your par-
ents endure daily. You can’t even begin to imagine 
the heartache they experience daily watching their 
child struggle in a world that most definitely does 
not cater to special needs. The loneliness and isola-
tion the parents feel daily is unimaginable. With that 
said, please be empathetic in your meetings with the 
parents. It is not easy listening to what you have to 
say about their child—I know that all too well. Think 
about their perspective, and have compassion.  Each 
and every child has some spectacular talent. It is 
your job to find it and make sure you praise that tal-

A New Autism Perspective:  
The Other Side of the Table

By Angela CONRAD

PARENTAL ADVICE

I’ve been on both sides of the table. I’ve been the professional telling you what your 
child can and cannot do. I’ve reviewed Individualized Education Programs (IEPs) and 
have felt the hurt from parents when they review the results. I have watched parents 
sit in IEP meetings, crying as professionals discussed their children. My heart has 
ached for you, and I have cried with you. However, I am now the parent hearing the 
words that hurt so much. I am now in the shoes that I once witnessed. Even though 
I have had a lot of sympathy for my student’s parents over the years, it just doesn’t 
even come close to experiencing the anguish myself.
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ent to the moon and back with the family. If you can’t 
do that, you will never know the kind of difference 
you could be capable of making in the special needs 
world.

Now, to the parents sitting on the other side of the 
table: respect your child’s teacher and therapist. Be 
actively involved in your child’s education and ther-
apy. Work with the professionals, and help them un-
derstand your child. No one knows your child better 
than you, so your involvement is crucial for your child.  
Ask questions, and do your best to understand ev-
erything you can.  Most importantly, educate them. 
They may have a degree in your child’s specialty, but 
that is just a small step toward understanding and 
knowing the unique disability that your child has. 
Be your child’s advocate, educate others, and make 
them aware.

I know it is not easy sitting on your side of the table. I 
know. I sit there now, too. I never thought I would find 
myself on that side of the table when I was teaching.  
I am here to say the parents’ side of the table is the 
hardest. If both sides keep an open mind and work 

Angela Conrad is a former 
special education teacher 
turned autism mom. She 
is the mother to two boys 
who have autism.  She is  a 
published author of the 
book  Two Brothers One 
Journey: The Loving, Coura-
geous Struggles of an Au-
tism Mom.    You can follow 
Angela on social media.

Website 
Facebook

with each other, then amazing things can happen for 
the child in need. 

So, thank you to everyone who sits at the table. In 
the end, we are all in it together in order to better the 
life of the child with special needs, and that simply 
can’t be done without both sides.

PARENTAL ADVICE

Charis Hills is a residential, recreational and educational summer camp for 
children ages 7 - 18 with high functioning autism as well as ADD/HD, Learning 
Differences and SPD.   Our campers make new friends, discover a highly 
personalized, fun-filled  and nurturing environment while filling their heart’s 
desire to be accepted and succeed in new activities.  We have over 25 activities 
to choose from.   Campers play with a purpose.  1-3 week sessions.   

HF Autism  ~  ADD/HD  ~   LD  ~  Asperger’s

WWW.CHARISHILLS.ORG

Phone:  940-964-2145

Charis is 

Greek for 

grace and 

acceptance.

Located in 
Sunset, TX  

VIEW PARENT VIDEO

http://www.twobrothersonejourney.blogspot.com
http://www.facebook.com/twobrothersonejourney
http://www.charishills.org/index
http://www.charishills.org/ForParents-25
http://www.charishills.org
http://WWW.CHARISHILLS.ORG


M
y 24-year-old son, Sean, was diag-
nosed with Asperger’s syndrome at 
eight years old. He graduated with a 
degree in informatics from Indiana 
University in Bloomington, IN, in 2017.  
Sean is a voracious reader, writer, and 
standup comic whose greatest plea-

sure is correcting his mother’s use of the English 
language. Now that Sean has successfully complet-
ed his degree, I thought it would be helpful to other 
families to share some of the important things I wish 
I had known as a parent when he first headed off to 
college:

 Sean’s reason for going to college was to actu-
ally LEARN, not to earn a degree, socialize, or 
date.   Sean attended IU for six years and never 
attended a college football game, basketball 
game, or ‘barn dance.’   Sean graduated with-
out regrets, on his terms, on his schedule.  

 He would not self-report about class work, 
grades, work, or academic progress toward 
graduation accurately—not because he didn’t 
care, but because his reason for attending 
college was to LEARN, not to get an ‘A’ (see 
#1 above).  Sean rarely remembered to check 
his grades at all and was astonished to learn 
he had made the Dean’s List. Oh, and then he 
FORGOT he had made the Dean’s List. I doubt 
he knew his overall GPA or even cared.  

 I needed to be on a first name basis with his 
academic advisor.  You and your child will need 
to get a release signed with the university so 
you can access academic records and add/drop 
options. That way, you can be included on the 

Top         Things  

By Colleen HITTLE

9
I Wish I Had Known  

When My Son Started College

EDUCATION

1.

2.

3.
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pathway to graduation.  Thank you, Melody, for 
making us aware of the critical dates and for 
showing us the options available to Sean, so I 
could continue to advocate (from afar) on his 
behalf.  

 My son’s living situation was a key success fac-
tor. Living alone was NOT AN OPTION.  Not all 
introverts should have single dorm rooms on 
the third floor with little to no contact with the 
outside world.  

 Your child will surprise you with the things he/
she figures out without your help: doing laun-
dry, paying bills, depositing checks using the 
‘app,’ ordering pizza without ever greeting a 
delivery person, and getting a haircut.  Howev-
er, refilling prescriptions on time will ALWAYS 
be a challenge.  Set up a mail order service to 
avoid medication interruptions.  

 Your child may lose most of his interest in Nin-
tendo, Wii, Xbox, Pokémon, or Yu-Gi-Oh! cards.  
Most, not all.  

 Accountability partners are critical. These can 
take the form of friends, roommates, coun-
selors, and therapists.  These amazing people 
made sure Sean went to class, kept his commit-
ments for meetings and appointments, took 
his medication, and cleared his voicemail to 
make room for new phone messages.  The rela-

tionships that evolved naturally were the most 
powerful (such as his peers), but a weekly ther-
apist visit reinforced conversations between us 
as parent and child.  See #3 above, related to 
mutual release of confidential information.  

 Never underestimate the value of a mundane, 
hourly wage job. After six months working at 
a grocery meat counter (originally self-report-
ed as the ‘deli’…see #2 above), Sean confessed 
that he was surprised to find that he was able 
to “get out of his head” long enough to com-
plete low-level job tasks.  These work successes 
on his own terms proved to be far more valu-
able than anything I could have orchestrated.  

 My child did not want to wear the cap and 
gown and walk across the stage. It turns out 
you can have a remarkable graduation cele-
bration without baking in the hot sun in a poly-
ester cap and gown with thousands of people 
you don’t know.  Don’t force your definition of 
‘success’ on him…it’s his life, not yours.

EDUCATION

Colleen Hittle is a mom to five children. The oldest, 
Sean, was diagnosed with Asperger’s at the age of 
eight.  Sean recently graduated with a degree in In-
formatics from Indiana University after a six-year 
journey of successes, failures, self-discovery, gained 
independence, and parental imperfections.  

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

WE RUN 
THE SPECTRUM

We Run the Spectrum invites you to embrace our differences, and unite to raise autism 

awareness. Lace up your sneakers, grab some friends and family, and join our We Run the 

Spectrum: Virtual Run. 

Visit www.myautism.org/walk to register!

WE NOT ONLY STAND FOR AUTISM AWARENESS, BUT RUN FOR IT 

REGISTER. RUN. WIN.
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L
et’s go back to a moment when your child 
shared a story that was not his/her own and 
was disconnected from that present situa-
tion. Give yourself the luxury of a short day-
dream.  First, focus on your child’s adorable, 
precious face. Next, fill in the scene that you 
just imagined. Include your shared words or 

story and the scripted story your child launched. 

Now, let’s examine the reasons why a child with au-
tism spectrum disorder (ASD) scripts others’ stories. 

Many of you who are raising a child with autism have 
experienced this moment. You attempt to have a 
connected conversation, or perhaps just a word or a 
phrase. You feel the moment slip away as your child 
shares a favorite movie script or a phrase instead of 

connecting to you. “Feel” is the key word in this sce-
nario. You may “feel” puzzled by the sudden shift in 
attention, determined by your desire to draw out a 
connected response and/or frustrated by your un-
clear plan on how to make this happen.

As a speech and language pathologist with 40 years 
of experience, my passionate mission is to share 
some proven tips and strategies that can help make 
this connection a reality. When I share this message 
at my office, I usually receive blank stares from par-
ents, as they often have trouble envisioning this. 
Then, we get to work.  Slowly, I can see that faraway 
look replaced with a look of empowerment, a look 
that says, “I got this! I have a plan I can use to help 
create more and more connected conversations!” 

Scripting:  
Out with the Borrowed,  
and In With a New Tale

By Beth Ann SHANKS, MS, CCC/SLP

COMMUNICATION
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I will tell you now that empowered look in parents’ 
eyes is my greatest professional reward!

Scripting can begin to fade away with a first step to-
ward creating an original thought. The easiest way is by 
giving your child choices in all situations. In that mo-
ment of choice, magic happens!  Your child owns that 
decision.  He/She has to connect that choice to a real 
thought picture in his/her mind. Remember, we think 
in pictures, not words. These inner thought pictures be-
come our outward expression in the form of words. 

An important message at this juncture is to give your 
child time to think. We all need time to showcase our 
best work; your child is no different.

 Step 1: 
Always give choices in all situations. And give your 
child time to make a choice: “Do you want grapes or 
apple slices?”

 Step 2:
Know that a choice becomes a thought picture, 
which transforms into the expression of original 
words. Your child thinks about the two images and 
anchors one more firmly in his/her mind as the stron-
ger, personal image. 

Next, always know that we talk about what we do. 
This is the essence of all conversations. Your child 
owns that thought picture in his/her head, so it’s 
time to interact with it. Move the story forward with 
a suggestion of what can happen. Here’s another 
magic moment. Lead in phrases are: ”How about…,” 
“Maybe…,”  “I wonder….”  Again, your child needs to 
choose one of your suggestions, and now, a little inter-
active movie appears on his/her mental landscape. Al-
ways remember your child thinks it, owns it, and says it!

 Step 3: 
Make a suggestion of what to do with the choice 
that’s been made. Give time to your child to choose 
a suggestion to move forward: “How about putting 
some grapes in a bowl?”

 Step 4: 
Watch your child’s action story unfold. Be the narra-
tor who puts the story into words: “Wow, you picked 
grapes and put some in your favorite bowl!”

Over time, by using these four steps/strategies, your 
child may begin to make more personal choices and 
interact more with the results of these choices. You will 

also see your child’s personal narrative begin as a nat-
ural consequence of his/her internal thought organiza-
tion. You will now begin to interact with his/her story 
with natural comments. The beauty of a real conversa-
tion is born!

Now, just continue the process of personal thought 
by offering an open-ended phrase: “Let’s see…what 
you can do next.” 

 Step 5: 
Choices, and your child’s interactions with them, will 
start happening on their own. Keep the story going 
by sharing, “Let’s see…what you can do next.” This is 
a great opening line for a meaningful conversation! 
A significant process takes hold as your child moves 
through multiple, sequenced actions.  A full-length 
movie happens in the mind, and stories get longer. 
We all love that!

 Step 6: 
Always know you can be the narrator until your child 
naturally assumes the role for himself/herself.

Hello real conversations, goodbye scripting! You 
can systematically move your child toward person-
al thought and real, verbal sharing using these sim-
ple steps. You have a plan, and your child has his/her 
own story to tell—no need to retell a stored movie 
conversation from an outside source.

Enjoy the journey, and cherish the conversations. 
This is the stuff life is made of! 

Beth Ann Shanks, a speech/language patholo-
gist, has established a style of therapy that sees 
the promise of success in every child. Today, Beth 
Ann is the owner and CEO of Speech Academy LLC. 
Her cutting-edge approaches and innovations 
have been infused into her clinic. She helps to ed-
ucate parents on how to make simple changes in 
their language as they engage their child with lan-
guage-processing challenges, including those with 
autism spectrum disorder (ASD). As a result, family 
conversations are developed and continue to flour-
ish. Her parent-coaching master class video series, 
Uttering Joy, is here to light up the dreams of all of 
the children and parents who come to its virtual 
doorway. Beth Ann’s Uttering Joy allows visions of 
success to become a reality. 

COMMUNICATION
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P
rior to learning he had autism, Lucas was al-
ready the baby of the house. He was always 
in our sight, and, like most babies, received 
the bulk of the attention. As we began to 
find out about his special needs, that mind-
set carried over, and I was always very con-
cerned with keeping him safe.

No matter what we did or where we went, I always 
worried about how he would be.  No parent wants 
their kid to be upset, but when you have a child who 
can’t communicate easily, it puts a difficult twist on 
things. In the early years, I found myself always trying 
to guess ahead of time what he might want or need. 
That was my job, and I was happy to do it. I couldn’t 
imagine things any other way.

That was a different time, though. Now he would be 
embarking on his academic adventure, and the only 
way to get him there was through a school bus. Al-
though it came directly to our door, the thought of 
letting him go was still difficult.

I pictured the first day long before it happened.  As 
is usually the case, our imagined perception of how 
things will go never matches reality.  Thankfully so, 
because the scene in my head was straight out of a 
Lifetime movie. Tears. Closing doors. My outstretched 
hand.  “Noooooo! Not without my son!” 

Worry doesn’t make time stop, though, and when the 
day finally arrived, I braced myself for the sure-to-be-

awful exchange.  The moment of truth was upon us.  
This is how it went:

Bus pulls up.

“Hi Lucas. Let’s get on the bus to school. Say good-
bye.”

Sound of footsteps, closed doors.

Bus drives away.

Vroom. I stood there for a few seconds, unsure if 
the bus would be making a return so we could play 
out our catastrophic Lifetime movie.  After weeks of 
stomach-turning worry, that couldn’t be it. Could it?

It was. In fact, three years later, it still is.  To this day, 
he’s never had an issue with the bus. It turns out I 
was the one who had the real problem. Lucas could 
handle it. In fact, he could handle lots of things.  I just 
wasn’t aware of them because I had spent so much 
time trying to play protector to a boy who was far 
less fragile than I realized.

Bussing My Son  
To The World with Autism 

By James GUTTMAN

I thought they were kidding when they 
said my three-year-old son would be 
taking a school bus to his preschool.  
Let me get this straight. My nonverbal, 
three-year-old son would be taking a 
bus? By himself? Without me? How is 
that even possible?

PARENTAL ADVICE
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That doesn’t change the fact I’m still here to pro-
tect him.  Ever since the first day, I’ve made it a hab-
it to stand by the window until the bus drives off.  
Through rain, snow, sleet, and hail, I’ve waited pa-
tiently—sometimes for minutes on end—while he 
takes a seat and looks through the window.  I also 
wave incessantly.  

The excitement of looking through the window usu-
ally trumps any wave back. Most days, it doesn’t even 
matter that I’m standing there. He never looks my 
way as he settles into his seat, but I keep going any-
way. He’s my little guy. Autism spectrum or not, I al-
ways want my child to know that I’m there to protect 
him.  With my daughter, I can simply say, “I’m always 
here to protect you.” With Lucas, it’s not as straight-
forward.  My goofy, grinning dad-face in that window 
every morning is my way of telling him. Of course, he 
probably already knows that, but it doesn’t matter.

Truth be told, it’s not really about him.  It’s about me. 
Lucas is fine. He’s been fine from the start. It’s about 
learning that I don’t always need to physically be 
there.  I don’t have to beat myself up about sending 
him on the bus, because he can handle it.  If he can’t, 

there is the matron or the driver there to help.  It’s 
about learning I can let go and trust others will have 
my son’s best interests at heart.  While that’s not true 
in every instance, it’s been true up until now. It’s giv-
en me a sense of relief that sending him out into the 
world isn’t as impossible as I imagined at the start.

I still stand there until the bus rolls away.  I still jump 
at the chance to run and get him if he needs me. The 
difference now is I know he most likely won’t. If he 
does, though, I’ll be there waving and ready.

James Guttman has been writing for 15 years 
and introduced his blog earlier this year. James 
writes about parenting both of his children (one 
nonverbal and one non-stop verbal), self-reflec-
tion, and all that comes with fatherhood. His mix 
of humor and honesty aim to normalize the way 
people view raising a child with special needs 
and show that parents are all basically the same, 
regardless of the children they’re raising.

Blog 
Facebook 
Twitter

PARENTAL ADVICE
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T
he number of children receiving an autism 
diagnosis is on the rise.  And 70 percent of 
these children are being educated in main-
stream schools.  This means that schools 
have had to adapt and introduce new mea-
sures to ensure everyone’s needs are met. 
The introduction of the Special Educational 

Needs and Disabilities Code of Practice in 2014 in the 
UK placed an emphasis on the ‘inclusion’ of children 
with special educational needs. But what does this 

inclusion actually look like? With 1 in 100 people in 
the UK being diagnosed with autism, it’s heartening 
to see Islington schools catering to the needs of their 
students with autism and embracing their unique 
strengths.

At its core, inclusion should be mutually beneficial 
and work for every child. Recently, Sesame Street 
welcomed its first autistic Muppet character, Julia. In 
a clip that has been widely shared, Julia’s friend Abby 

AUTISM AWARENESS

The Importance of Inclusion  
and Autism Peer Awareness

By Claire DRONEY

A head teacher giving a high-five to a little girl with autism and hunching down to 
chat to her at length—that’s inclusion.  A teenage boy who feels confident to share 
some information with his classmates about his autism diagnosis—that’s inclusion.  
A girl with autism who is given a central role in a class assembly, even though she 
may decide to opt out at the last minute—that’s inclusion too.
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 From mealtime supervisors, to teaching assistants, to classroom 
teachers, to senior leadership teams, everyone is working to create 
more autism-friendly schools throughout the country. They attend 

after-school training, create specialized and tailored plans, and 
regularly work with specialist consultants, who guide them in 
creating the structure that children with autism need to feel  

a part of the class.

asks her to play kickball, but Julia isn’t keen. Abby 
ponders how to play with Julia and finally realizes 
it’s best to find a game they can both enjoy doing, 
which is flapping their arms and pretending to be 
butterflies. Both of the children enjoy the same ac-
tivity, which plays to both of their strengths. But, of 
course, unlike on Sesame Street, this doesn’t happen 
without careful planning and input from school staff. 

From mealtime supervisors, to teaching assistants, 
to classroom teachers, to senior leadership teams, 
everyone is working to create more autism-friend-
ly schools throughout the country. They attend af-
ter-school training, create specialized and tailored 
plans, and regularly work with specialist consultants, 
who guide them in creating the structure that chil-
dren with autism need to feel a part of the class.

A fantastic example of providing structure for chil-
dren with autism who may struggle with free play is 
the creation of Zoned Playgrounds. These are play-
grounds divided into different activity zones, in-
cluding ballgames, a Lego table, a drawing area, or 
simply a chatting area.  A child with autism can then 
be supported to choose an arranged activity, rather 
than having to devise one. More organically, some 
Key Stage 2 classes have chosen novels with autis-
tic protagonists, such as The Spaghetti Detectives and 
The London Eye Mystery, as their class readers. This 
includes everyone. The class learns more about au-
tism, and autistic children can read about someone 
just like them.

School staff also work hard to adapt the school en-
vironment to suit the needs of their students with 
autism. They allow children to leave the classroom 
during the noisiest times of day (e.g. tidy up time), 
to avoid noisy hand-dryers and use paper towels 

AUTISM AWARENESS

instead, to go to lunch 10 minutes before everyone 
else to avoid the noisy crowds, or to sit on a chair 
instead of on the ground during Carpet Time and fid-
get with a fiddle toy.

Another highly-effective way of highlighting autism 
as a ‘hidden disability’ is through a planned series 
of Autism Peer Awareness (APA) sessions. In fact, 
research has shown that children are more under-
standing and accepting of their peers with disabili-
ties when they are equipped with knowledge about 
those disabilities and have some personal experi-
ences with them (Lindsay and Edwards, 2013).

Autism Peer Awareness lesson plans can include the 
following topics:

−	 How we are all different

−	 Visible and hidden disabilities

−	 Learning to use Makaton and the Picture Ex-
change Communication System (PECS)

−	 Reading a case-study or a book about a simi-
lar-aged student with autism 

−	 Celebrating the strengths of people with au-
tism

−	 Highlighting well-known people with autism

−	 Visiting a special school for children with au-
tism

−	 Presenting a whole-school assembly about au-
tism

Jan Greenman, author and mother of a son named 
Luke Dicker with autism, has said that at school, ‘One 
person can make all the difference.’ Indeed, there are 
individuals throughout the UK quietly working to 
improve the lives of their students with autism. They 
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ensure students have access to a visual schedule, 
make photo schedules ahead of class trips to ensure 
that everything is safely predictable, prepare math 
and literacy boxes full of extra visual resources, and 
run social skills groups and weekly Reflection Ses-
sions for teenagers with autism to help them make 
sense of their school week.

Great strides are being made in our schools every 
day. Children with autism are no longer expected 
to simply fit in. Teachers are making sure they are as 
much a part of school life and culture as every oth-
er child. Let’s celebrate the giant leaps being made 
in inclusion and the hardworking school staff who 
make them happen.

Claire Droney works as a special-
ist teacher for autism in the Bridge 
School Outreach Team. The Bridge 
Outreach team supports children 
and young people with autism in 
mainstream primary and secondary 

schools throughout Islington, as well as providing 
training sessions and resources for school staff. 
Claire holds a Masters degree in Education and 
a Post-Graduate Diploma in Special Educational 
Teaching from University College Cork. Previous-
ly, Claire worked as a classroom teacher for seven 
years in a special school for children with autism, 
and for three years as a class teacher in a special 
school for children with mild and moderate learn-
ing difficulties. She has written about special edu-
cational needs for publications including the Irish 
Examiner, the Islington Gazette, and Impact, the 
journal of the Chartered College of Teaching.

For further information on autism awareness and 
autism resources, please contact Bridge School. 

Website 

Sailing from Florida, New Jersey, New York, Texas and other ports in the United States

Where Vacations Come True...

Providing cruise vacation services to 
accommodate families and individuals 
with Special Needs, including, but not 
limited to, Autism, Asperger Syndrome, 
Down Syndrome, Tourette Syndrome, 
Cerebral Palsy and all Cognitive, 
Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities.  Cruises are Staffed with 
special education and behavioral management professionals, 
providing respite and continuous assistance for families throughout 
their vacation.

Cruises for Adults and Families living with Autism,
Down Syndrome and other related Disabilities

Autism on the Seas

®

www.AutismontheSeas.com

• Aiko & Egor: Animation 4 Autism is a tablet and smart 
phone app designed for children with autism to easily 
learn and engage with their families.

• To download, search “Aiko & Egor” on the iTunes Store 
for your Apple device and the Google Play Store for your 
Android device.

• Visit www.aikoandegor.org to learn more about the app, 
watch animated videos, and sign up for our e-newsletter.

The app is developed by See Beneath, 
a San Diego-based nonprofit co-
founded by autism experts with years 
of experience in autism research and 
intervention.

www.aikoandegor.org,  
facebook.com/aikoandegor, 
@aikoandegor
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Ways to Prepare for Exams  
in the New School Year  

with Autism 

E
xams can be particularly difficult for children 
with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).  As a 
teacher with autism, I completely understand.  
Different timetables, different rooms…and 
that’s before you even think about worrying 
about doing well.  So, how can parents help?

 Preparation

Many children with ASD struggle if they are not in 
their routine. 

It’s therefore really important to make sure that chil-
dren know when their exams will be and what to ex-
pect. Luckily for parents, the exam dates are usually 
available on the school calendar at the start of the 
school year. This means you have time to think about 
how best to support your child. For some children, a 
quick chat with a teacher the week before is all they 
need. 

However, other children will need several weeks of 
preparation with visual timetables and social sto-
ries to help them understand what will happen and 
when. They may need to see the exam hall and sit at 
a desk and chair so that any sensory difficulties can 
be spotted early.

 Revision/Studying

Does your child know how to revise/study?

We take it for granted, but it is one of those skills that 
will need to be explained specifically to children with 
autism. Unlike other children, they usually struggle 
to generalize skills, and so although they may have 
practiced ways to learn things in class, there is no 
guarantee they will make the link that the same skills 
can be used to revise.

So what is revision? Reading over notes until you re-
member them? 

While this may be one way, it should not be the only 
way used to revise. Children with autism often find it 
easier to understand information when it’s present-
ed in different ways, such as pictures alongside text, 
and listening to recordings.

So, how can this help your child?

Look at the information your child may have been 
given to learn. How it is presented? It is in lines and 
lines of text? Does it have any pictures? Is it color-
ful? Is the writing broken up into clear sections?

Your child may find it easier to revise if the informa-
tion is clearly laid out in sections, with pictures and 
colors to break the words up. Pictures give children a 
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way to help recall information, and using certain col-
ors can aid the memory. They can do this themselves 
with some plain paper and colored pens. Creating 
the notes is good revision, and then it’s presented in 
a much clearer way for when they come to revise.

As a child, these methods definitely helped me. I strug-
gled to revise long pieces of writing, even though I 
loved to read! One thing I didn’t struggle to remember 
was anything that was put on the wall in classrooms. I 
can still recall a range of classroom posters that were on 
the walls in school, mainly because they had pictures 
on them and the points were laid out clearly.

Another way to revise is to make it a game. Even teen-
agers would rather play a game than read notes, and 
who can blame them? Luckily, today’s teens with au-
tism have access to a wide range of technology that 
can help them. From mobile apps to specialized revi-
sion websites, there are many different ways to learn 
information.   It’s about finding what is appropriate 
for your child. Ask the school if it uses any apps in 
classes, and encourage your child to use the same 
technology at home, too.

 Anxiety

This is a big one.

Most pupils get anxious about exams, but if you have 
autism, then things are even more difficult.

Most children will be concerned about what the 
questions will be, but pupils with autism can worry 
about a whole lot more!

First, let’s think about where the exam will take place.  
For a formal exam, such as a General Certificate of 
Secondary Education  (GCSE), pupils will usually be 
taken out of their normal classrooms and placed in a 
large room with rows of desks. There will usually be 
an entire year group placed in this room to take the 
exam, and pupils are usually in alphabetical order.

I can’t imagine a more challenging place to do such 
an important test.

Not only are you surrounded by far more pupils than 
normal, but you are also sitting at a single desk that 
creaks and rattles!  If you are unlucky enough to be 
sat in the middle of a row, then there may be people 
surrounding you on all sides.

Every desk is creaking and groaning through lack of 
use, there are chairs squeaking and dragging on the 

floor, and it feels like you can hear every cough and 
sneeze taking place around you. And don’t even get 
me started on the squeaky doors that the staff come 
in and out of. No matter how quietly they try to sneak 
in, believe me,  they’ve probably already distracted 
the children with autism—if not others!

Some rooms are well lit, some are not. Some rooms 
are warm, others aren’t. Some rooms are freezing in 
the winter  when mock exams are taken and then 
baking in the summer heat when the actual exams 
roll around.

Heat can then lead to other issues, as 100+ pupils 
in one room for two hours in the summer will start 
to sweat. If you are particularly sensitive to smells, 
it may become almost impossible to concentrate.

So, what’s the answer?

 Exam Concessions

Here in the UK, it is possible to apply for pupils to be 
considered for ‘exam concessions’ if they have spe-
cial educational needs. Some pupils with low read-
ing capabilities can be considered for a reader in all 
subjects except English. Other pupils may need the 
question paper enlarged due to vision difficulties.

For those with autism, one of the main concessions 
is a smaller exam room. They still complete the exam 
at the same time as everyone else, but they are in a 
smaller, more familiar room. They may not be alone, 
as there may be several pupils who need a smaller 
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space.  But a room with 10 students is far more pref-
erable than a large room with 100+. Often, these al-
ternative rooms are classrooms set up for an exam, 
which means they may have larger desks that pupils 
are used to working on. Overall, the environment is 
much more familiar and, therefore, less stressful at a 
time when pupils need to stay calm.

If you think that this would help  your child, you 
should speak to the Special Educational Needs Co-
ordinator (SENCO) at your child’s school, as they ar-
range the concessions.

 Exam Day

On the day itself, it’s important to stay as close to 
the routine as possible. The main aim should be to 
cause the least amount of stress as possible. Make 
sure your child arrives to school on time and with ev-
erything he/she needs.

If you have a teenager, you may think he/she is old 
enough to manage bringing all needed school sup-
plies without you having to double-check.

On the one hand, I agree.   As children with autism 
grow older, it’s important they gradually take on 
more responsibility in looking after themselves. If 
they don’t, they  may never learn. They are unlikely 
to ‘pick up’ these things without being clearly taught 
them, and they will need parents to help them with 
new responsibilities at first. Eventually, however, 
they will become more independent. 

But on that exam day, when your child needs to have 
a pen that works or a compass, then make sure he/
she has it. You’ll feel calmer knowing your child defi-
nitely has everything that’s needed. It could also pre-
vent a full-on meltdown if something has been for-
gotten. Remember, if it’s an external exam like the 
GCSE and your child has a meltdown minutes before 
because he/she has forgotten a pencil case, then the 
child will not be given another time to complete it or 
a delay. Instead, he/she will likely be ushered into the 
exam room and given the paper. It is very unlikely 
that your child will put forth his/her best effort if still 
recovering from the after-effects of a meltdown.

 Reassurance

While this is last on my list, I still think it is extremely 
important. Many children and teenagers with autism 
have very low self-esteem and confidence.

One thing they need from their loved ones is reassur-
ance. They want to know that, while you want them 
to do well, you will be happy with their best effort.

I was lucky in this respect.  When I was little, my mum 
always told me, “All I want is for you to do your best. 
If you can come home and honestly tell me that you 
did your best, then that’s good enough for me.”

These words stuck with me, and I use them  in my 
own classroom to encourage children to give it a go. 
I want every child to do well and to aim high, but not 
every child will get top grades. It is important your 
child knows if he/she gives his/her very best, then 
that’s the best that can be done.
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“Enjoyable and informative. Has influenced my practice as a 
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US$169 PAYABLE BY CREDIT CARD

Group Discounts
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D
r. Mark and Cindy Sundberg recently pre-
sented on this topic and noted play pro-
vides a comfortable and natural way for 
parents and children to interact. In addi-
tion, children with autism and other lan-
guage needs may demonstrate deficits 
in play skills, especially social play skills. 
When our children do not engage in 
play/leisure activities, they are missing 

out on a natural way to work on language instruc-
tion. 

As students get older, this lack of leisure skills can 
cause them to feel isolated and to not have as many 
social opportunities as other children. When we incor-
porate these skills into daily family routines, our chil-
dren can learn so much. 

I have always targeted leisure skills in my work as a 
speech language pathologist. But one student in par-
ticular made me want to share this information with 
other families. I was working with a student on how to 
play a modified game of Connect 4. The student would 

Easy Ways to Teach Important 
Language and Leisure Skills

By Rosemarie GRIFFIN, CCC/SLP, BCBA

Children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) benefit from direct instruction regarding 
leisure skills and the language that is embedded throughout these activities.  
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pick a game piece and insert it in the board. Getting 
four in a row was not the focus; it was more about tak-
ing turns and engaging in sustained cooperative play. 
I shared with the parent that we were working on this 
activity and outlined the exact way we were teaching 
the student to play the game. Around the holidays, 
the parent wrote me a note to tell me that this stu-
dent received this game as a gift and was able to play 
it with his sister. Hooray—success!

The following steps may help to embed these  
activities into your family routines:

 Collaborate with the school team 
Is your student working on increasing play or 
leisure skills in the school environment? If so, 
this is a good place to start. Ask the speech 
language pathologist, Board Certified Behav-
ior Analyst (BCBA), or the intervention special-
ist about which games they are working on at 
school. If they are teaching something specif-
ic, ask them how they are working on the skill. 
Get the specifics and try to play it at home.

 Modified leisure activities to try at home 
If the school team is not addressing these skills, 
look through the examples listed below and 
try a few with your child: 

•	 Modified Musical Chairs
My students love this game! I set up the 
same amount of chairs that I have students. 
So, if we have three students, we have three 
chairs. We never take a chair away. I tell the 
students the rules: when the music is on, 
we walk, and when the music is off, we sit 
down. I play music that my students enjoy, 
and we play for 5-10 minutes. So fun! 

•	 Modified Simon Says
This game is great for those bursts of 5-10 
minutes where you have unstructured time. 
Let’s say you are in the airport waiting for 
your plane, or you are at the pharmacy and 
it is taking forever. Try this to fill up that 
space. The modification for this game is that 
it is always Simon says. “Simon says touch 
your toes,” “Simon says jump,” “Simon says 
run in place,” “Simon says shout hooray,” “Si-
mon says march,” etc.… 

•	 Modified Uno
Most students love to play Uno but can 
be confused by the special cards that are 
included in the deck. There are two ways 
to modify this game based on the level of 
your students. You could take out all of the 
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non-numbered cards (i.e., reverse, skip, draw 
two, wild) and have the students match the 
number or color of the card. If students 
would benefit from more modifications, 
you could put one card out of each color 
(red, green, blue, and yellow). The students 
pick a card and match it to the correct pile. 

•	 Modified Scrabble
My students were excited to learn how to 
play this game. We modified it by allow-
ing students to create words anywhere on 
the game board. The words did not have to 
touch each other. This makes the game eas-
ier to manage for all students. I would have 
the students create a word and then use it 
in a grammatically-correct sentence. 

•	 The Store Game 
This game allows students to use their lan-
guage skills to come up with words. I write 
the entire alphabet up on the board, and we 
take turns coming up with a word that we 
could buy at the store that correlates with 
the letter you have. For example, “I went to 
the store and I bought apples,” “I went to 
the store and I bought bread,” etc. Students 
seem to love this game, and it is easy to 

play with a group. If a student has trouble 
thinking of a word on his/her turn, show a 
visual of an item he/she could say. If the stu-
dent lands on ‘d’ and can’t think of anything, 
show a picture of a donut, and he/she could 
say “donut.” 

Working on language and leisure can be engaging 
and fun for parents and children alike! Engaging in 
these modified activities with friends and family can 
allow our children to feel successful and happy! 

Reference: Dr. Mark and Cindy Sundberg “ ABAI Play 
Presentation” www.avbpress.com, Accessed May 12, 
2017. 
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is to help all students become more effective com-
municators and to help all professionals feel more 
comfortable with providing effective instruction for 
students with autism and other developmental dis-
abilities. If you have questions about the content of 
this article, please feel free to contact her.
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I 
live at home with my two parents and two sisters, 
and not only have I had to cope with many issues 
and challenging situations, but so have they. I am 
lucky to have a large family that includes 17 cous-
ins, 8 uncles, and 6 aunts, and they have helped 
me a lot throughout the years and have always 
given me somewhere to go when I am stressed or 

if things become a little heated at home.  A number 
of my friends who have Asperger’s don’t have a large 
family like myself and don’t have that extra support 
that I have found invaluable.  Even to this day, if I ever 

become stressed, I can always go to my Grandad’s 
or my uncle’s place or just give them a call. When I 
was younger, I was always on the phone with one of 
my uncles when I got stressed—which, back then, 
was quite frequent, maybe about once every two or 
three days. 

When I was first told that I had Asperger’s, my dad 
told me others in the family had it as well, we were 
very fortunate, and it made us positively different 
from everyone else. My Grandad is very eccentric 

My Asperger’s,  
My Family, and Me 

By Alex MANNERS

My name is Alex Manners, and I live in a town called Solihull in England.  I was diagnosed 
with Asperger’s syndrome when I was 10 years old, and while it has brought along 
many challenges that I have had to face, I feel that it makes me the person that I am. 
I consequently view my Asperger’s as something I feel lucky to have. 
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and has many Asperger’s syndrome traits. I have al-
ways got on really well with him, and I am just like 
him in many ways, such as the clothes I wear and 
the music I listen to. We often enjoy going shopping 
together and singing all of his old '50s rock and roll 
songs around the supermarket. 

Some of the things that have really caused problems 
at home have been certain sensory issues, such as 
the ticking radiator that nobody else seems to no-
tice but drives me crazy.  I also have to have all of the 
labels taken out of my shirts, and my Grandma even 
has to fix my socks, as I can’t stand the seams. My sis-
ters and I have never really got on, and this all started 
from when we were very young.  For a lot of people 
with autism, it is probably easier to be an only child.

When I was at primary and secondary school, I used 
to bottle my stresses up until I got home, as I felt a 
lot more secure there. All of the stresses that I had 
from the day at school were all crammed up inside 
me like a bottle of cola. When I got home, one little 
incident that for most people would not have even 
been a bother would make me explode. That one 
small incident would make that final little thread of 
string inside of me snap, and I just could not think of 
anything else or see any way out of the anger.  After 
about one hour, I would usually go to my room and 
just cry, as I did not want to get angry at my parents 
but saw no other way of dealing with my stresses. 
Two things that used to calm me down were choco-

late and children’s television. I used to be more frus-
trated when I was hungry, and so chocolate just took 
that frustration out of me. I have always liked watch-
ing children’s television, and as soon as my mum put 
on a children’s program, I used to instantly feel re-
laxed. All of the stresses and worries would just go in 
an instance, and I would become glued to the televi-
sion. It must have felt like magic to my parents. 

A lot of people with Asperger’s syndrome struggle 
in social situations, but for me, this has been an area 
where I feel my Asperger’s has really helped. From 
a very early age, I really enjoyed talking to and be-
ing around adults. When I went into a restaurant, 
I would always insist I would have to eat off of the 
adult menu, as I was a very good eater and would 
try all sorts of weird and wonderful foods. When we 
used to go on holiday, I would always prefer going 
and looking around wool shops with my grandma 
than playing on the beach with my cousins, and I 
could always keep up with adult conversations even 
though, at the time, I would have only been around 
nine or ten years old. 

My Uncle Tim has always been one person I could 
always—and still can—rely on to calm me down 
whenever I was stressed. Like many people with As-
perger’s, I have a subject that I am obsessed with 
football.  My uncle would always be taking me to 
football matches on the weekends up and down the 
country, and this was a huge stress reliever. If ever I 
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was stressed at school, I could always think about re-
cent trips that I had had with him to different match-
es and ground or look forward to up-and-coming 
matches. I would always buy a program from each 
and every match I attended, and if ever I was feeling 
a little stressed or panicky during the school day, I 
would always have somewhere quiet I could go to 
have a read of my programs. My Grandad has also 
been someone who has had a huge part in my life. 
Every Friday evening, without fail, I would go after 
school and stay the night at his house, which again 
gave me something to look forward to. As I have be-
come older and have started my own business creat-
ing promotional videos, I have started to stay at his 
house more often, some weeks spending more time 
at his house than at my own. 

As I mentioned previously, living with Asperger’s has 
had its many challenges—not only for me but also for 
my family. My dad, for instance, put a lot of time into 
helping me get my statement (for special needs) and 
in fighting a lot of my battles at school. They includ-
ed incidents such as teachers not understanding my 
Asperger’s, homework struggles, changes that were 
made to the school day, and many more. My Mum, 
on the other hand, felt the full force of my stresses 
and challenges and has been the one person who 
has always been there through most of them.

Now that I have become an adult, I have been able 
to cope better in stressful situations and find solu-
tions that help me when I am feeling stressed. I have 
started my own little business creating promotional 
videos and have an ambition to become a TV pre-
senter in sports or children’s TV, which are my two 
main passions. Being able to share my experiences 
with Asperger’s will hopefully help others, and I feel 
lucky and privileged to be able to do this. 

Alex Manners is 20 years old and from 
the UK. He was diagnosed with As-
perger’s syndrome when he was 10 
years old and looks upon his Asperg-
er’s as positive. It is something that 
brings out his colorful, quirky, and 

unique personality. He has an ambition to become 
a TV presenter and also has an aim to watch a 
match at all 92 English Football League Clubs. 

Website 
Facebook 
Twitter  
YouTube Channel
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I
n 2015, a UK autism charity conducted a survey 
which found that a high number of people had 
been subjected to mate crime; 80 percent of re-
spondents over 16 years old reported that they 
had been bullied by someone they thought was 
their friend. As people with autism spectrum dis-
order (ASD) commonly face challenges making 

friendships, it can be hugely positive when relation-

ships start, names of others are mentioned in conver-
sation, and arrangements to socialize are made. Con-
fusion about what friendship is and how it is formed, 
as well as a lack of understanding of social situations 
and appropriate interactions can make children and 
young people particularly vulnerable to unscrupu-
lous ploys to engage with them and secure their 
trust. They are then susceptible to abuse including 

Ways to Help Someone  
With Special Needs  

Spot a Fake Friendship
By Catherine SARGINSON

“Hate crime” is a common term used to describe abusive verbal and physical behavior 
which targets someone on the basis of his/her gender, race, religion, disability, 
nationality, or sexual orientation.  Children and young people on the autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD) are also at risk of a more subtle and devious manipulation known as 
“mate crime,” a relatively new term to describe a feigned friendship to gain trust with 
the specific aim of exploitation.
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physical and verbal assault, intimidation, theft, and 
even coercion into committing crime. This places an 
obligation on educators and parents to take steps to 
help children and young people recognize and resist 
being drawn into abusive relationships.  

Analyzing friendship and the particular dynamics of 
it is complex. It is a natural part of life to have favored 
company, uneven dynamics within relationships, 
and to face “give and take.” It is an element of friend-
ship to make allowances for the aspects of a person’s 
character that we like less, to give the benefit of the 
doubt, and to do favors for one another. 

It can also take time for the real agenda to become 
evident, which can mean the betrayal can be more 
devastating for the victim as they may not have re-
alized they had been taken advantage of if they did 
not recognize the behavior as abuse.

On other occasions, if so eager for friendship, a per-
son with autism may tolerate aggressive and un-
pleasant behavior from the outset if it means they 
are not alone. The company of an abusive person is 
still company. 

So how can we support children and young people 
to distinguish genuine friendship from harmful rela-
tionships and negative influences?  

We can ask 10 questions to serve as a conversation 
prompt to establish whether the child or young per-
son is at risk of mate crime: 

1. Do your friends sometimes make you upset?

2. Do your friends ever call you names that you 
don’t like?

3. Do your friends ever hurt you physically?

4. Do your friends ask you for money but don’t 
pay it back?

5. Do your friends take, use, or damage your be-
longings? 

6. Do your friends use your phone, or ask you to 
use your phone to take photographs or send 
messages that you don’t want to send?

7. Do your friends bring other people to your 
home that you don’t know or didn’t invite?

8. Do your friends only want to meet you alone? 

9. Do your friends encourage you to do things 
you know are against the law?

10.   Do your friends pressure you to do things that 
make you feel bad?

Asking these questions or having to tell a child or 
young person that someone is using them is not a 
message that will be easy to deliver. It may be that 
they seek to justify the behavior if they are convinced 
the perpetrator is a friend and feel a sense of guilt at 
the prospect of reporting them. There may be added 
feelings of embarrassment and humiliation. 

It is also important to add that people with autism 
can of course be perpetrators and not only the vic-
tims of mate crime, and they will need support to un-
derstand as well.

The shocking figures relating to the rise in mate crime 
compel us to take steps to safeguard against it with-
out becoming cynical ourselves or instill mistrust. 
It is possible that genuine relationships can form 
and that people can befriend those on the autism 
spectrum without an agenda. Educators and par-
ents can see these relationships as part of the social 
and emotional support that can be given to children 
and young people to empower them to distinguish 
real friendship from fake, and enjoy positive, healthy 
friendships with others. 
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Catherine “Kate” Sarginson has 
been a teacher for 16 years. She 
has a master’s degree in inclusive 
education and post graduate 
qualification “National Award in 
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wards an MPhil from the Univer-
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Mary Ann Napper’s twin brother, Johnny, was 
autistic at a time when autism spectrum dis-
order (ASD) was not understood and rarely di-
agnosed. Too often children with autism were 
institutionalized and not given a chance to 
experience life. While there have been some 
challenges over the years, Mary Ann and 
Johnny share a special bond and feel blessed 
to have one another. Their unique friendship 
is reflected in Mary Ann’s letter written to her 
brother.


Dear Johnny,

I 
realized you were different when I started school 
without you. That was in 1951, when you went to 
a special school called the “Spastic Centre.”

I asked our mother why you were different. She 
told me you were “mentally retarded” because 

your brain had been damaged at birth due to lack 
of oxygen. Since I was the first-born twin, I believed 
for many years that I was the cause of your damaged 
brain. Autism was not fully understood back then 
and there were no treatment programs for the con-
dition. 

Growing up with you had a significant impact on my 
life. Throughout our childhood I harbored a subcon-
scious resentment for having a special needs twin, of 
being deprived of the unique moments twins enjoy, 
and of being expected to carry the responsibilities of 
caring for you.

Even today, families feel stigmatized by their autis-
tic children’s behavior. Our family was no exception. 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

A Special Letter  
to My Autistic Twin

By Mary Ann NAPPER

Our parents isolated us from the community and re-
stricted our social activities to visits with extended 
family. I was embarrassed in public when you dam-
aged property or violated personal spaces. People 
stared at us, disapproving your ritual and repetitive 
behaviors particularly when you rolled your head, 
rocked your body, flapped your hands, and banged 
your head while making a monotonous sing-song 
noise. Sometimes adults would say to our parents, 
“Can’t you control your child? He needs to be in an 
institution receiving proper care.” 
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I was teased at school because I had a brother who 
was different. I pretended to ignore cruel taunts but 
I felt so alone. I had no one to talk to who under-
stood what it was like to live with a brother who had 
special needs.  When I invited friends home to play, 
they came once but never returned. You didn’t have 
friends. Other children frowned warily at you and 
stared. You couldn’t comprehend or socialize with 
them because you missed their subtle facial expres-
sions, eye contact, and body language. I didn’t un-
derstand how to play with you either. Each time you 
arranged your toys in long lines, I tried to rearrange 
them, and you threw tantrums. So I walked away and 
left you to play alone.

In your early 20s, you were committed to a mental 
institution. Our parents could no longer cope with 
your aggressive outbursts and self-harm attempts. 
I was studying nursing in Sydney at that time and 
was expected to continue caring for you. It broke my 
heart to visit you in that asylum. It was a locked ward. 
The inmates either ran amok or were over sedated 
with tranquilizers. You used to enjoy a drive in my 
white Mini. I would buy chocolate Paddle Pops, your 
favorite treat, and we would sit in a park to eat them.

Growing up with you also had positive effects on me. 
You taught me to be patient, tolerant, and compas-
sionate, even though I did not fully understand your 
condition. Caring for you taught me how to handle 
difficult situations in my life, particularly when we 
were out in public or when I needed to be aware of 
your misunderstood behaviors. Your quirky sense of 
humor, your love of trains, and your unconditional 
acceptance of those around you are traits that have 
warmed my heart. You taught me to be wary of judg-
ing others and to accept people at face value. You 
taught me to appreciate the simple things in life, like 
riding on trains and buses and blowing up balloons 
until they popped.

Today, you live a meaningful and full life in a group 
home where there is 24-hour supervision by a caring 
staff. You participate in structured activities, which 
include daily chores and meal preparations. You take 
part in the weekly grocery shopping and manage 
your own money to buy your train magazines and 
clothes. You enjoy outings with your fellow residents 
to local clubs and community activities. You have 

learned to survive in our world but still retain the 
richness of your own.

I realize now how blessed I am to have you in my life 
and how much richer my life is because of you. 

In April 2017, we celebrated our 71st birthday. That 
special bond between us has been life-long.

Sending you warm smiles and lots of love,

From your sister, 

Mary Ann



PERSONAL NARRATIVE

“Mary Ann’s book, Born to 
Fly, provides insights for 
families and health profes-
sionals directly connected 
to autism. It is also a great 
resource for readers sim-
ply seeking to better un-
derstand the condition. 
Her skillful writing paints 
a vivid picture of one boy’s 
journey and opens a win-
dow to the determination 
and resilience of the hu-
man spirit, especially when 
life’s challenges seem insurmountable.” -Christiana 
Star, psychologist

Born to Fly is inspired by a true story and can be pur-
chased on Amazon or Mary Ann’s website.

Mary Ann Napper self-published her 
debut novella, Born to Fly, in 2014. 
Since then one of her short stories 
has been selected for publication in 
an anthology by Birdcatcher Books 

and a feature article in News.com.au. The author is 
frequently asked to be a guest speaker at commu-
nity groups.

Website
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A
nxiety may be caused by various elements 
such as the fear of unknown, sensory sen-
sitivities, and communication difficulties. 
Children may display noncompliant, im-
pulsive, and restless behaviors when they 
are unable to communicate their feelings 
of anxiety while meeting new people or 

going to public places due to sensitivity issues such 
as tactile defensiveness and auditory sensitiveness.

Here are the parents’ top concerns when taking 
their children with ASD to the dentist:

•	 Will the dentist visit be successful or upsetting?

•	 Will my child be affected by the different nois-
es or odors? 

•	 Will my child be able to communicate, if need-
ed?

•	 Will my child experience high levels of anxiety?

•	 Will I be able to find dental specialists near me 
trained to serve children with special needs?

Here are some great ways to make your dental 
visit a success:

 Prepare your child for the dentist visit as 
early as possible

 It will be best for the parent, the child, and the 
dentist to meet and develop a plan before the 
official visit. Inform the child about dental vis-
its as early as possible, as waiting for the last 
minute can lead to extreme anxiety. Commu-
nicate and educate the child about the pur-
pose of the visit to help reduce anxiety levels. 
Try using a visual support, such as a calendar, 
to explain date of the visit or days remaining 
until the check-up.

 Talk to the dentist about your child’s special 
needs

 Tell the dentist as much as you can about your 
child’s sensory sensitivities, including behav-
ioral strategies that have been successful in the 
past. If this is your child’s first visit to the dentist, 
it is always better to ask for help from staff. De-

Going to the Dentist  
Doesn’t Have  
to Be a Challenge 
with ASD
By Aditi SRIVASTAVA, MOT, PGC

Taking a child to the dentist can be a very stressful experience for both parents and 
children. For children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) or other developmental 
disabilities who have difficulties with sensory stimuli, communication, and increased 
levels of anxiety, the stress is even greater. From the time spent in the waiting room 
combined with new sounds and smells, to close interaction with dentists and dental 
equipment, stress levels can reach an all-time high.

AUTISM HEALTH
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pending on your child’s personal needs, here 
are some tips you can share with the dentist:

•	 Don’t approach or touch my child without 
informing him/her or asking permission.

•	 Be cognizant of my child’s intrapersonal 
space.

•	 Speak slowly as information processing 
takes time. Use simple and short sentenc-
es while communicating.

•	 Provide answers to all questions asked by 
my child as not getting answers can create 
anxiety and mental tension.

•	 Tell my child what you will be doing. Show-
ing equipment to be used during the 
check-up can help my child calm down 
and stay relaxed.

 Consider sensory strategies

Here are some great strategies for making your 
child’s dentist visit a successful one: 

•	 Use headphones to block background 
sounds.

•	 Use music for distraction and as calming 
strategy.

•	 Ask whether the sounds in the room could 
be reduced.

•	 Have the child wear a weighted vest or 
carry a weighted bag.

•	 Bring a weighted blanket in the car to calm 
the child.

•	 Use TheraBand or resistive tubes to stretch 
the body after a check-up.

•	 Wobble cushion or wobble wedge can be 
added to a dental chair with dentist’s sup-
port if the child feels comfortable having 
it.

•	 Stress balls can help child to reduce stress 
and anxiety in different settings.

 Provide fidgets to reduce anxiety

 Fidgets are the best source to keep the child 
focused on a task. It helps reduce anxiety lev-
els, and keeps the child calm and his/her mind 
diverted. Different fidgets can be used accord-
ing to developmental age groups: key chains, 

AUTISM HEALTH
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finger squeezers, giant nut and bolt, and Blue 
Tack can be used by teens or adolescents for 
challenging in-hand manipulation skills and 
fine motor control, whereas fleece bags, chewy 
bangle bracelets, and Play-Doh can be provid-
ed to young ones for play and engagement 
purpose.

 Try visual reminders

 Pictorial presentation is always helpful for 
an individual to understand the sequence of 
events and know what will come next. Visual 
reminders reduce stress, anxiety, and ambi-
guity. It helps a child stay organized and well 
informed. Visual schedules may be used to de-
pict the steps involved in brushing one’s teeth 
and what steps are involved in completing a 
dental procedure.

 Keep up with oral hygiene

 Children should brush their teeth for two min-
utes, twice a day. It is essential to supervise chil-
dren until they are seven or eight years old. It 
is important to choose toothpaste and mouth-
washes with the amount of fluoride, which 
helps prevent tooth decay. The toothbrush 
should have a small head to ensure brushing 
around the back of the mouth easily. 

 Try an electric toothbrush

 Electric toothbrushes are much easier to ma-
nipulate around the teeth and encourage the 

Aditi Srivastava (MOT, PGC in Sensory Integration) 
is a London-based pediatric occupational therapist 
who has been working with children with special 
needs for five years. She has a master’s degree in 
pediatric occupational therapy and certification 
in sensory integration from Sensory Integration 
Network, United Kingdom. She has authored an in-
formation booklet on Dyspraxia for educating par-
ents and promulgate Dyspraxia awareness at her 
workplace. Besides being a dynamic occupational 
therapist, she is also an author of the blog RISING 
HORIZONS, where diverse children-related subjects 
are discussed. She writes on significant sensory is-
sues, sensory integration strategies, parenting tips, 
classroom suggestions, and anger management 
problems.

Website 
Blog 
Facebook 
Twitter

child to brush his/her teeth. They should be 
used by children who have oral hyposensitiv-
ity for awakening the oral sensory receptors. 
These toothbrushes help control drooling and 
provide massage and sweeping within the oral 
cavity.

 Sand timers are a good visual tool

 Sand timers and other timers are an excellent 
visual tool for teaching children how long to 
brush their teeth. They can encourage the child 
to brush regularly and develop dental hygiene 
habits early. 

 Use a mirror to check on progress

 A mirror can help children and parents exam-
ine the teeth to ensure they have been cleaned 
well.

 
References: 
National Autistic Society, UK 
Autism Speaks Family Services Community 
Connections 
Sensory Integration Network, UK 
Oral Healthcare for the Dyspraxic Child (Anna 
Vaguhan)
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T
he use of therapy dogs is not a new concept. 
The earliest studies from the 1960s found ben-
efits of dogs in helping severely withdrawn 
children. However, it was not until nearly three 
decades later that science was able to validate 

the utility of using dogs for therapy. 

Today, therapy dogs proudly serve several purposes:

•			Safety 

•			Social behavior

•			Compliance

•			Emotional regulation

•			Physical assistance/motor development 

As a parent with a child on the autism spectrum knows, 
many kids have a limited concept of personal safety, 
which often results in children eloping (bolting) into 

Ways a Service Dog Can Change 
Your Special Needs Child’s Life

By Annie TANASUGARN, PhDc, BCBA

Most people are pretty familiar with the saying, “A dog is a man’s best friend.” Dogs 
are animated, fiercely loyal, and guarded protectors. But their worth goes beyond just 
being a trusted companion. For many, these furry friends serve a significant purpose 
as therapy dogs in the treatment of social, behavioral, and cognitive delays common 
in children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD).  

AUTISM THERAPY
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parking lots, crowded stores, or the street. Autism 
therapy dogs are specially trained to assist families 
with public safety concerns by tethering the child to 
the dog’s harness which helps minimize the chance of 
elopement. While therapy dogs are often used to help 
prevent elopement for children with autism or other 
developmental disabilities, dogs should be used to 
supplement, not replace, individualized safety pro-
grams for children with special needs. 

Often, the family dog is a child’s first “best friend.” This 
occurrence extends to children with special needs 
who often build very close friendships with their 
canine buddies, helping foster social and communi-
cation skills in developmentally challenged children. 
Research suggests that children feel more secure and 
less anxious in social environments when therapy 
dogs are present, thus promoting a positive social ex-
perience. 

Improvements in daily schedules and compliance 
with caregivers’ directives have been reported in 
children with autism who routinely use therapy 
dogs for transitions, chores, and low-preferred activ-
ities. Existing research supports the use of therapy 
dogs for gaining compliance in school activities and 
homework, assisting in community outings, and in 
supporting medical/dental check-ups.

Studies suggest the use of therapy dogs in lowering 
the frequency, intensity and duration of tantrums, 
as well as repetitive and self-stimulatory behaviors 
in children with autism by helping to regulate the 
physiological stress response to environmental trig-
gers. Less maladaptive behaviors can indicate more 
opportunities for developing new, pro-social skills. 
#WIN-WIN.

Similarly, therapy dogs are often used for occupa-
tional therapy to help increase children’s fine and 
gross motor development by performing simple 
tasks such as brushing the dog’s hair, playing catch, 
or going for a therapeutic walk. Simply stated, ther-
apy dogs can provide significant support to a child’s 
occupational therapy needs, helping to increase in-
dependence toward goal mastery. 

Parents of a child with autism should remember a 
number of things when considering a therapy dog:

•			Dogs should be matched to the family’s person-
alities and home environment.

•			Therapy dogs should be matched to meet the 
child’s developmental needs.

•			Families should be prepared to undertake ser-
vice dog training.

•	 	 	Use reputable agencies that specialize in ser-
vice dogs for children with ASD/developmen-
tal disabilities.
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D
iagnosed with attention deficit hyperac-
tivity disorder (ADHD), mood disorder, and 
high-functioning autism, my son has been 
getting behavioral therapy for the past four 
and a half years. He was recently finally re-
leased as the mobile therapist who helped 
him felt that he was on the right track. She 

felt that I had everything under control, and in many 
ways, I do. I am firm and consistent with punishment, 
but it doesn’t always work.

During the past four years, I have watched my son 
struggle. I have faced his meltdowns, faced physi-
cal abuse, and spent the summer locking myself in 
the bathroom where I proceeded to have my own 
meltdowns. But, in the course of those years, I have 

watched him greatly improve. I have watched him go 
from being a child who didn’t know how to socialize 
or interact to becoming a social butterfly. Though he 
has struggled with empathy, he now understands it. 
Sure, there are still issues here and there. There are 
still the angry meltdowns at times, and punishment 
doesn’t always work, but we work through it the best 
we can. There is still the invasion of personal space, 
and as much as we have worked on it, he still has 
trouble understanding facial expressions at times. 
Though we have come a long way with behavioral 
therapy, there is still the issue with medication.

Finding Wonderful New Ways  
to Connect with Autism

By Destiny Eve PIFER

Beneath my feet, my eight-year-old son 
darts back and forth. His ears are beet 
red and his cheeks are flushed, but still 
he runs. I try to get him to slow down but 
he won’t—he can’t. His church clothes 
are still lying on the bed where I placed 
them a half hour ago when I asked him 
to change. As I try to tackle him to get his 
clothes on, he fights me tooth and nail. 
As he gasps for breath, I try to calm him 
by using the breathing techniques his 
behavioral therapist showed me.  I can 
hear his heart pounding and I can feel 
his little body shaking. It’s a terrifying 
feeling as I hold him close, praying that 
he calms down.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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For the past four years, my son has visited a child psychiatrist. I 
have watched the doctors put him on six different medications 

during this time, hoping it would help him—from Focalin to 
Adderall to Abilify. 

It’s been almost four months since we began art therapy and 
my son and I are still painting together. We are still creating 

works of art that are hung across the walls. Recently the local art 
association asked both of us to host our own art exhibit,  

and it is something that has motivated my son even more. 

For the past four years, my son has visited a child 
psychiatrist. I have watched the doctors put him on 
six different medications during this time, hoping it 
would help him—from Focalin, to Adderall, to Abili-
fy. The worst of three, Abilify, led to daily meltdowns 
that left me being punched in the gut, kicked in the 
shins, and bitten on the arms. I dealt with a child who 
would leave me in the store and lead me on a chase 
that left me in tears. Timeouts and punishment didn’t 
work. I was dealing with a green-eyed monster, and 
it was all thanks to a medication that was supposed 
to help him and not make him worse. Desperate for 
help, I reached out to the doctor who placed him 
back on the Adderall, but still I face a hyper child. 
With the medications wearing off so quickly, I am left 
dealing with a child bouncing off the walls. So where 
do you turn when medications aren’t working? Do 
you watch their diet? Do you do turn to home reme-
dies? These are the questions I continually asked my-
self until I found another method—art.

Having struggled with ADHD and high-functioning 
autism myself as a child, I found solace in art, which 
proved to be the exact therapy that I needed. Armed 
with canvas boards and paints, I sat my hyperactive 
son down and handed him a paintbrush. At first he 
studied it before dipping it into a dark blue color and 
stroking it across the canvas. When he giggled and 
aimed the brush at me threatening to flick paint, I 
immediately directed him back to the canvas and en-
couraged him to flick the paint there instead. Soon I 

saw an array of colors splattered across the canvas, 
and I was amazed. From that moment on my son 
became focused on art. He pleaded for sketchbooks 
and colored pencils—begged me for more canvas 
and paints. He had me watch as he used his fingers 
instead of the brushes, thus giving it a whole new 
look.

It’s been almost four months since we began art 
therapy and my son and I are still painting together. 
We are still creating works of art that are hung across 
the walls. Recently the local art association asked 
both of us to host our own art exhibit, and it is some-
thing that has motivated my son even more. Though 
there are still the occasional meltdowns when Mom-
my says, “No, you can’t have that toy,” there are days 
when I sit and watch him express himself through 
painting and, recently, sculpting. Art therapy has 
proven to the be the exact method that I needed to 
keep my son calm, and though we have those mo-
ments of outbursts and not listening, we also have 
those bonding moments of self-expression that have 
made our relationship stronger than it’s ever been.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Destiny Eve Pifer is a journalist who currently writes 
for her hometown newspaper The Punxsutawney 
Spirit. She has her own monthly column called 
Mapping My Destiny, in which she writes about her 
adventures as a mother. Her work has appeared in 
numerous magazines and anthologies.
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AUTISM NEWS

ASD MARKETPLACE

Product: Vibes Hi-Fidelity Earplugs protect individu-
als with sensory sensitivities from the discomfort of 
loud sounds while preserving the clarity of sound in 
their environment.

Cost: $23.99

For decades, foam earplugs and over ear headphones 
have been the standard for protecting individu-
als with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) and other 
sensory disorders from the discomfort they experi-
ence in loud environments. These types of hearing 
protections are designed to block sound and muffle 
sound, which severely inhibits the ability to hear and 
understand people talking, as well as the ability to 
hear what is happening in one’s environment. This 
can hinder social interaction and participation, and 
can often be a safety concern. Not to mention, these 
common hearing protection devices are often un-
comfortable and brightly colored, which can draw 
unwanted attention in a variety of situations. 

Vibes Hi-Fidelity Earplugs, recently featured on ABC’s 
Shark Tank, are a product new to the world of senso-
ry relief, but one that allows individuals with sensory 
sensitivities to be comfortable in environments that 
would typically feel uncomfortably loud and over-
stimulating, while still being able to hear everything 
around them, including human speech, with clarity. 
Originally designed for live music, Vibes use acoustic 
filters and a sound tube designed to mimic the in-
ner ear canal to lower decibels by an average of 22dB 
without sacrificing sound quality. In short, Vibes low-
er the volume of the wearer’s environment to a more 
comfortable level, while still allowing them to hear 
clearly. 

In reference to the adjustments that a family has to 
make to accommodate their child’s sensory sensi-
tivities, one parent who purchased Vibes for his son 
who has autism and is sensitive to noise, reported 
that Vibes “reduce those adjustments, and my son 

and the rest of our family get to share events and ex-
periences we have not been able to in the past.” 

With three interchangeable sizes of soft silicone ear 
tips (S, M, L), Vibes are designed to comfortably fit all 
sizes of ears. Vibes’ clear-as-glass design makes them 
virtually invisible, permitting individuals with senso-
ry sensitivities to be discreet about their use of hear-
ing protection at school, movie theaters, grocery 
stores, crowded streets, doctor’s offices, shopping 
malls, etc. Each pair of Vibes Hi-Fidelity Earplugs also 
includes a convenient pocket-sized carrying case, the 
option to include an attachable cord to prevent the 
earplugs from getting lost (available on Amazon), as 
well as a donation to Hear the World Foundation, a 
global hearing health charity that provides hearing 
aids, hearing healthcare, and education to children 
and families around the world in need.

Link: Vibes Hi-Fidelity Earplugs are available online 
through Vibes. 

Amazing New Sound 
Reduction Earplugs 
Can Change Your Life
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ASD MARKETPLACEIntroducing the World’s 
First All-in-One Speech 
Tablet for Symbol  
Communication
Product:  Unlike anything else on the market, the 
Indi speech tablet from Tobii Dynavox is designed 
specifically for augmentative and alternative com-
munication (AAC), and it is ideal for symbol-based 
communicators of all ages with speech and lan-
guage disabilities, including individuals with autism 
spectrum disorder (ASD), Down syndrome, cerebral 
palsy, aphasia, and other intellectual disabilities.

Cost: $999

Introducing Indi, the world’s first all-in-one speech 
tablet for symbol-based communicators. It comes 
with Tobii Dynavox’s revolutionary Snap + Core First 
software pre-installed, empowering users to instant-
ly take control and accelerate their communication 
journey. Indi was created specifically for AAC and 
comes with intuitive software, powerful speakers, 
and a Core Word framework to help users continu-
ously build vocabulary and communication skills. 

Snap + Core First software is designed to be intui-
tive and easy to start so you don’t have to spend 
hours on choosing the right software, setup, or get-
ting the right content in place—it’s already done for 
you! At the heart of Snap is the Core First pageset, a 
research-based Core Word framework to help users 
continuously build vocabulary and communication 
skills. Core First is built on three pillars for commu-
nication success: growth, engagement, and literacy.

Featured product highlights:

•	 Built for your world, with an easy-to-hold, er-
gonomic design. It is ultra-portable and ready 
to go out-of-the-box.

•	 Created to be heard, with 
powerful, outward facing, 
built-in speakers provid-
ing clear speech, excep-
tionally loud output, and 
a wide range of authentic 
sounding voices.

•	 Adapts to your access method, with numer-
ous compatible inputs, such as switch-scanning, 
head-mouse, touching with keyguards, etc.  

•	 Made for everyday interactions, with capabili-
ties that go beyond speech communication, like 
environmental control units (ECUs), infrared (IR), 
access to social media, email, and texting.

The Indi is available for direct purchase from Tobii 
Dynavox. You can purchase it online and receive it 
within days!

Links:  
https://www.tobiidynavox.com  
https://www.tobiidynavox.com/en-us/devices/
multi-access-devices/indi/?utm_medium=list-
ing&utm_source=autismparentingmagazine.
com&utm_content=text&utm_campaign=indi-launch
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I
’m the brother of 54-year-old Colin (or Codge, as 
he’s been known since a kid). He lived with my 
Mam, Marion Rose, from the day he was born in 
her bedroom until the day she sadly died a few 
years ago at the age of 81 in the same house in 
Leeds.

My mother cared for Colin (solo, since my dad died 
21 years ago) and only went into care for short peri-
ods of respite as she got older. Codge was always bit 
of a handful, profoundly autistic, and a bit of a free 
spirit (“wild” as a kid, we used to say) who liked to do 
things his own way. Mam got on with it “head down 
and battle through,” like a lot of working class ladies 
had to do in those days. 

Help gradually got better—attitudes changed as 
more people realized it was not a “handicap” to be 
born different and, with help, those born different 
could live fulfilling lives.

But Mam was always too proud to ask for too much 
help, brought up in an age when “charity” was dis-
trusted and looking after your own was the thing you 
had to do. “I’ll look after him while I drop,” she used to 
say, and she did, like the old warhorse she was.

Colin is now living in sheltered housing in Leeds, or 
independent living, as they say. He seems happy and 
we are keeping our promise to Mam to make sure he 
gets the things he wants and needs.

I’ve written a poem based on the story Mam told 
me years ago about how the consultant diagnosed 
Codge as autistic in 1966. She said autism was 
blamed on the mother, or so it seemed in those days. 
The poem highlights the change in attitude toward 
people with autism since his diagnosis more than 50 
years ago.

Reflections on Autism and 
Brotherly Love 

By Tony RYMER

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Tony Rymer, 57, is a print technical manager born 
and living in Leeds, West Yorkshire, UK. He is hap-
pily married to Julie with a 23-year-old daughter 
and twin 22-year-old stepsons. He wrote this poem 
about his brother, Colin, who has autism.

His Shield  
‘You’ve always known he was retarded,’ Mr. B said, sarcastic Mam remembers. Walked home in the rain crying, brother Codge was three. 

 
Next appointment Dad went too, a day off work, no pay. 
Mr. B was all charm, 
but no help at all. 
 
‘One in ten thousand,’  
Doctor Watson told Mam. 
Local practitioner, with detached sympathy, ‘It’s not going to be easy.’ 
 
It wasn’t, it isn’t. 
Five, fifteen, fifty years, 
she fought, she struggled, 
protecting against the world.  
She’s still there, 
Getting angry, giving love, 
Protecting with her power, 
But she’s feeling old.
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Professional Golfer a Game 
Changer for Autism Community

AUTISM ADVOCACY

AUTISM WARRIOR: 
Ernie Els,  

South African professional 
golfer, founder of the Els 
for Autism Foundation, 
along with Liezl Els and 

Marvin R. Shanken

LOCATION: Jupiter, Florida 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Ernie Els 
has 70 professional career victo-
ries to his name, including four 
Major Championships, two World 
Golf Championships, and a record 
seven World Match Play titles. Off 
the golf course, he has received 
many awards for his charitable 
endeavors:

•	 Charlie Bartlett Award by the 
Golf Writers Association of 
America

•	 Jefferson Award, essentially a 
Nobel Prize for Public Service, 
for outstanding athlete in ser-
vice

•	 Named one of the “Top Five 
Most Positive Athletes in the 
World” by the United Nations 
NGO Voting Academy

•	 Golf Foundation Spirit of Golf 
Award for his achievements as 
a player, for his contribution to 
golf and commitment to young 
people in golf and education

•	 Metropolitan Golf Writers Asso-
ciation (MGWA) Winnie Palmer 

Award for his foundation work 
on behalf of autism (The MGWA 
had previously conferred on 
Ernie its prestigious Gold Tee 
Award)

•	 Eighth recipient of the Den-
ver-based Nicholson Award for 
“a lifetime commitment and 
dedication to the game of golf”

•	 Payne Stewart Award in 2015
•	 Inducted into the World Golf 

Hall of Fame—2011 Class

One of his accomplishments ad-
mired most by golf fans and par-
ents alike is the establishment of 
the Els for Autism Foundation in 
2009, along with his wife, Liezl Els 
and Marvin R. Shanken, chairman.

INSPIRATION: The Els’ son, Ben, 
was diagnosed with autism spec-
trum disorder (ASD) at five years 
old. In 2008, the family moved 
from their home base in Lon-
don, England, to Jupiter, Fla. 
Overwhelmed at times by their 
son’s special needs, the couple 
conceived of a nurturing place 
to learn for those on the autism 

spectrum and provided six mil-
lion dollars in seed money for 
the Els Center of Excellence. Fast 
forward to 2016, the foundation 
provided services for 3,647 indi-
viduals with ASD and their fam-
ilies from 13 countries, focusing 
on education, global outreach, 
therapy, research, recreation, and 
adult services.

ELS FOR AUTISM FOUNDA-
TION’S GOALS:

•	 To provide high quality infor-
mation, intervention, educa-
tion, and support to local, state, 
national, and international fam-
ilies of diverse cultures

•	 To provide programs based on 
best practices and develop in-
novative interventions through 
investigative study and analysis

•	 To engage in research to further 
knowledge in the field of ASD

•	 To establish funding required 
to sustain the mission and pro-
gram goals through grants, do-
nations, and events

ERNIE ELS’S ADVICE FOR FAM-
ILIES AFFECTED BY AUTISM: 
“Autism hits families hard and I’ll 
be working for the rest of my life 
to help others in the same situa-
tion.  I hope you’ll share an inter-
est and join me in building a bet-
ter future for people with autism.” 

Website
www.e4agolf.com
www.elsforautismglobalconf.org
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A
s a mom, I can tell you that Damien’s be-
haviors could be scary and aggressive, 
and they scared and overwhelmed me. I 
thought if I did better, he would do bet-
ter—but my family said it was because he 
didn’t have enough discipline. I couldn’t 
stand that I was allowing myself to feel 

anger for a four-year-old child because I was letting 
people fill my head with the lie that he could control 
it.

In March of 2016, we officially got the autism spec-
trum disorder (ASD) diagnosis. I broke down for 24 
hours thinking I must have done something wrong 
(obviously, I know now I didn’t). I was just so angry 

that my baby was having to go through this, that he 
was trapped in his own world, and I didn’t have the 
key yet. After that 24-hour period crying and throw-
ing a pity party, I stood up and started reading ev-
erything I could about kids on the spectrum, I got 
him specialists, and I figured out I was no longer an-
gry anymore. I knew the problem, and I knew that 
I was going to be there right next to him however 
he needed me. Other people offered judgments still 
claiming we just needed to force him to do things, 
and they didn’t want to take him in public in case he 
had a bit of a sensory meltdown. I decided right then 
and there that if my family didn’t want to learn, that 
was fine because I would learn all I could. He even 
went to a special preschool and started kindergarten 

Walking in His World While 
Helping Him Into Ours  

By Andrea TAYLOR

Until he turned three, I felt like everything we were going through was just what kids 
went through. Then Damien stopped talking, made repetitive movements, and we 
noticed him doing different things with textures and sounds. We know now he has 
sensory problems, but I am not going to lie, I felt so lost during that time. We went to 
doctor after doctor and were told that he would stop on his own, and when we finally 
got him the referral to the head autism center, we had to wait over a year to be seen.

PERSONAL NARRATIVE
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To other parents out there who are feeling alone and afraid of 
the diagnosis, I encourage you not to be. There is nothing wrong 

with mourning things you will miss that maybe your kid won’t 
do, but I promise you they can do so much more. I know that 

some families are unsupportive, but you know how  
to do right by your kid. 

in the fall. The transition was tough at first, but he was 
always ready to run to the bus in the morning. He has 
started acting like a big boy and I smile every time he 
proves wrong the many people who doubted him.   
 
As most of you know, some of the things that stimu-
late kids on the spectrum can be tiring for us as par-
ents. Damien watches the same parts of his movies 
over and over during Kindle time and has taken to 
banging noises because he likes the way the pres-
sure feels on his arms. And the one thing that has 
this mommy a bit crazy is him shredding up every 
piece of paper or book he finds. I asked my hus-
band if he was nesting, but he likes the sensation of 
shredding, and he likes to put different colors over 
the Kindle. We have started to get him to feel safe 
sleeping in his bed by using a bed tent. The only 
thing we have struggled with is potty training, but 
I see him making so many strides every day. For a 
minute, the idea of my kid having autism made me 
lash out at the people who made the comments, 
and now I just wish I could teach people tolerance 
and help them understand that just because a kid-
do is on the spectrum doesn’t mean he’s not smart 
or can understand everything going on around him.  
 
I’ve taken the philosophy that Damien had to let 
me into his world first before I could gently work on 
helping him in a non-ASD world. It has helped him 
wonders as he is very cuddly and always wants to lay 
in his tent with me, and we play with sensory toys 
that I found on Amazon. Really, I am the lucky one, 
because his smile wins me over. He now trusts me 
to come out of his world. He does not have sensory 
meltdowns in public; in fact, he loves to go out to din-
ner with people. He knows where his coat and back-
pack go after school, he asks with signs or uses the 

Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS) for 
things, and he can work electronics better than I can. 
Being an autism mom has taught me so much, espe-
cially that my son is a hero and he can do anything.  
 
To other parents out there who are feeling alone 
and afraid of the diagnosis, I encourage you not to 
be. There is nothing wrong with mourning things 
you will miss that maybe your kid won’t do, but I 
promise you they can do so much more. I know 
that some families are unsupportive, but you know 
how to do right by your kid. I found autism less 
scary the more I read and asked questions. Behav-
iors can be hard, but they can get better. The hard-
est part I have dealt with is my son not talking ex-
cept saying “my Momma.” I want to hear that little 
voice so much, and I believe in my heart it will hap-
pen one day. These kids have so much potential.   
 
Don’t be afraid to venture into their world, even if you 
feel silly sitting in a ball pit because you are making 
a bond that lasts. The littlest things that bring a smile 
to my lil’ man’s face amaze me. I have found mom 
support groups to be super helpful because the oth-
er moms understand what it can be like. I would just 
like to leave us all on this last note: The world better 
watch out because our ASD kids are going to take it 
by storm. 

PERSONAL NARRATIVE

Andrea Taylor is 31 years old and is disabled from 
a chronic illness that left her needing a transplant. 
For now, she spends her life devoted to her son and 
raising awareness about autism. He is six years old 
and loves to cuddle with Mommy and wrestle with 
Daddy. They live in Columbia, Mo, and are currently 
considering doing an autism walk.
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An Exclusive Look at AUTISM 
with Anna Bullard

AUTISM ADVOCACY

T
oday’s AUTISM Interview is with Anna Bull-
ard who started her journey of advocacy for 
autism in 2007 when her middle daughter, 
Ava, was diagnosed with autism. She serves 
as the state policy chair of Georgia for Autism 
Speaks and won the 2014 national “Speak 
Out” award from Autism Speaks founders 

Bob and Suzanne Wright.

Anna was instrumental in the passage of Ava’s Law 
in Georgia, named for her daughter, requiring insur-
ance coverage for autism. She served on the Autism 
Society of Georgia Board and the Board for Lead-
ership and Disability for Georgia State University. 
Anna has started parent supports groups in multi-
ple states and continues to advocate for services for 
children with autism throughout the country. She is 
currently working as the assistant vice president of 
Government, Business, and Community Relations for 
Chance Light Behavioral Health, Therapy, and Educa-
tion.

  is for Awareness - When and how did you 
first become aware that something was differ-
ent?

When my daughter Ava was born, I started to see 
differences in her compared to her older sister. Ava 
didn’t sleep and cried most all day and night. When 
I tried to feed her, she wouldn’t open her mouth, 
she wouldn’t respond when I called her name, and 
she had no language skills. I felt like I didn’t know 

Ava, and Ava didn’t know me. It was during a birth-
day party for my oldest daughter when I determined 
something was definitely wrong. As soon as we start-
ed singing “Happy Birthday,” Ava started screaming 
and crying uncontrollably. This is when we started 
our journey of visiting doctor after doctor until we 
found a specialist who diagnosed Ava with autism.

  is for Unique - How has this experience 
been unique for you and your child?

Ava was my second child, so when she was born I 
thought I knew all the skills of parenting. I quickly 
discovered when you have a child with autism, ev-
erything you “think” you know is thrown out the win-
dow. Raising a child with autism was unique because 
I was dependent on therapists and others to help 
raise my child. It made me feel helpless. Because Ava 
responded differently, she and I had to learn to teach 
each other.

Encouragement speaker Derrick Hayes gives an 
AUTISM Interview by asking six questions through 
each letter in the word AUTISM to give readers an 
insightful perspective from parents, experts, entre-
preneurs, and other leaders in the field.

By Derrick HAYES
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AUTISM ADVOCACY

   is for Tools - What tools are there now that 
were not there in the beginning that could 
help other parents?

When Ava was diagnosed with autism I thought some-
one would hand me a pamphlet that would provide 
guidance on where to seek therapy, how many hours 
of therapy she would need, etc. That didn’t happen 
because in 2006, that didn’t exist. When I inquired 
about programs for children with autism, I was told 
there were effective therapies, but they were too ex-
pensive and I wouldn’t find those programs in the 
state of Georgia. I was determined to help my daugh-
ter, so I attended a training session hosted by Early Au-
tism Project. I think I was the only parent there. The 
room was full of teachers and speech therapists, but it 
sounded interesting so I stayed. At this training ses-
sion, I learned about applied behavior analysis (ABA) 
therapy. I knew, based on my own research, that it was 
the most effective therapy for children with autism 
and typically not covered by insurances. At the time, 
Early Autism Project only provided home-based ABA 
therapy in Georgia and it was incredibly expensive be-
cause there was no insurance coverage. I didn’t care. 
We immediately started ABA therapy and I saw a dra-
matic difference in Ava. Early intervention helped Ava 
progress from a two-year-old who we were told would 
never speak or be in a regular classroom, to a success-
ful eighth-grader who is thriving in a general educa-
tion classroom and no longer requires intensive treat-
ment. That is why I fought for Ava’s Law, which made 
Georgia the 41st state to mandate insurance for chil-
dren with autism. Thanks to state mandates like Ava’s 
Law, more children can receive therapy. Parents have 
more hope than ever before because there is greater 
access to services.

   is for Inspire  - As a parent, when you look 
at your child or children what inspires you?

Every day I am inspired by Ava’s bravery and her te-
nacity to work hard. It requires such commitment 
for a child to participate in 30-40 hours of therapy a 
week. Children with autism have to work harder for 
everything. I watched Ava struggle to learn all the 
skills that come naturally for most children. Howev-
er, Ava was committed to working hard because she 
knew ABA therapy was critical to her reaching her full 
potential. Her mature understanding of the power of 

therapy is the reason she now redirects her energy 
towards advocacy. She wants to ensure all children 
have access to ABA therapy. As I said, I am inspired by 
my daughter every single day.

   is for Support - Are there things you strug-
gle with or have struggled with, and what 
types of support do you still need?

I struggle when parents who have a child with au-
tism see the amazing progress Ava has made and 
they want the same outcome for their children. They 
want access to ABA therapy. I struggle with what I tell 
them because that treatment can cost $20-30K a year 
and most parents can’t do that without some kind of 
financial assistance. Children all over the country are 
being denied access to treatment. That is why Ava’s 
Law in Georgia and similar mandates in other states 
are so important because they provide children with 
coverage for life-changing autism therapy.

  is for Manage - What keys to success can 
you leave with parents so that they can better 
manage their day-to-day efforts?

A strong support system is key when you have a child 
with autism. You need to surround yourself with peo-
ple who believe in you and your child and the im-
portance of the therapy. Raising a child with autism 
is difficult, but good friends and family can provide 
you with the encouragement you need to keep go-
ing. Society also puts a lot of pressure on parents to 
do everything at once. When children start therapy, 
you feel like you should be doing everything you can 
to help them. My suggestion is to try one thing at a 
time to help you determine what is going to work for 
you, your child, and your family. You can always add 
to things. Parents feel pressure to do everything and 
it just isn’t possible.

Derrick Hayes is an author, motivational speaker, 
and paraprofessional with autistic males in the 
Muscogee County School District in Columbus, 
Georgia. For contact or booking information, visit 
his website, email him, or call at (706) 615-1662.

Website 
Email
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W
hen asked to name a therapy that will 
help the autism community, most peo-
ple will say applied behavior analysis 
(ABA), occupational therapy (OT), or 
even speech therapy, but I am here to 
tell you there are additional therapies 
out there that can help.  In this article, 

I will describe two specific therapies, their benefits, 
and what typical sessions might look like:

 Autistic Touch Therapy

 The first type of therapy that may help the au-
tism community is called Autistic Touch Thera-
py.  It is taught by Tina Allen who founded the 
organization Liddle Kidz who travels the world 
teaching people how to massage children of all 
ages and disability types. Autistic Touch Ther-
apy is a type of massage where the therapist 
uses different objects that the child likes, such 
as a toy car, hairbrush, or even a hand puppet, 
to name a few, in the therapy session. The ben-
efits include providing relaxation, stress reduc-

tion, and calming muscle spasms. It can also 
help a child become more accustomed to tac-
tile stimulation and aids in body awareness. It 
is useful for a child who has difficulty sleeping, 
and needs help with sensory integration and 
regulating gastrointestinal tract (GI) issues.

When you perform Autistic Touch on a child, 
along with regular sensory integration, it will 
reduce inattentiveness, touch aversion, and 
withdrawal. A typical Autistic Touch Therapy 
session will last for approximately 30 minutes.  
In the first session, the therapist will get ac-
quainted with the child along with the child’s 
family and then, in the next session, the ther-
apist will begin the touch therapy.  First, the 
therapist will make the child pick out the ob-
ject that the child wants to use, and then the 
therapist will ask which part of the body he/she 
would like the object to be used on.  Of course, 
the therapist always has a parent in the room 
during the sessions. Then, if the child is young, 

Two Remarkable  
Autism Therapies  
You Need to Know

By Meredith SISKRON

AUTISM THERAPY

1.
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the therapist will tell a story on what the object 
is doing, and then after that story, the therapist 
may ask the child to tell a story about that ob-
ject.  The good thing about Autistic Touch Ther-
apy is that the therapist can conduct sessions 
in an office or at a client’s house.  After the first 
touch therapy session with the child, the ther-
apist might give the parents some information 
on the activities completed together so they 
can work with the child later, especially if the 
child isn’t sleeping well.

 Tibetan Singing Bowls

Tibetan Singing Bowls are known to be the old-
est and most natural form of healing to man. 
The bowls work through vibrations which has 
a calming effect on the nervous system and 
can travel deep into our body to penetrate the 
bones. We get a healing effect from the vibra-
tions that a therapist could never get from his/
her hands. Some of the benefits of the Tibetan 
Bowls are stress reduction through deep relax-
ation and endorphin release. They are said to 
liberate emotional traumas locked within the 
subconscious, activating self-healing mecha-
nisms within the body, promote deeper sleep, 
and provide relief from headache, fatigue, in-
somnia, digestive disorders, joint or muscle 
aches, menstrual disorders, and emotional 
imbalances. A typical session for a child with 
autism lasts for about 30 minutes, and just like 
the autistic touch therapy, the therapist will 
get to know the child and his/her family first, 
and will let the child see the bowls and feel 
the vibration of them to see if he/she wants to 
participate.  If that child wants a bowl session 
done, then the therapist would ask if he/she 
just wants to feel the vibration while the bowls 
are tapped or if he/she want the therapist to 
put the bowls on him/her.  A bowl session can 
also be done along with Autistic Touch Thera-
py. Of course, parents will remain in the room 
for this therapy as well. 

As you can see, these two therapies may ben-
efit your child with autism along with an ABA, 
OT, and speech therapy session. A Tibetan Bowl 
session or an Autistic Touch Therapy session 
can be done before a child sees his/her regular 
therapist to help him/her calm. There are many 
different types of autistic therapies including 

the Son-Rise Program, horse therapy, music 
therapy, and even yoga, that will help an au-
tistic child. If you want to learn more, feel free 
to contact me and I will try to explain in more 
detail. It is my mission and goal in life to help 
my community in any way that I can.      

Meredith Siskron is from Shreveport, 
Louisiana where she is an autistic 
touch therapist, childcare specialist, 
certified children yoga instructor, a li-
cense massage therapist, water aero-

bics instructor, Tibetan Singing Bowl Sound Healer, 
and a children fitness instructor. She grew up know-
ing she had a learning disability. It wasn’t until she 
was into her mid to late 20s that she was finally di-
agnosed with a form of autism called PDD-NOS or 
Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not Otherwise 
Specified. 

Facebook  
Twitter  
Tumblr  
Email

Resources: 
International Academy of Sound Healing at: 
iash.in/sound_therapy.html 
Autistic Touch Therapy Manual

AUTISM THERAPY

2.
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WHAT'S NEW ON THE BOOKSHELF?

H
aving a sibling on the spectrum 
brings great joy. It also brings a flur-
ry of emotions, challenges and ques-
tions. Written by a seven-year-old 
boy, What About Me? works through 
the day-to-day struggles and joys of 
being an autism sibling.  Autism sib-

lings can often feel left out or overlooked as 
their parents try to balance the needs of their 
autistic and neurotypical children. 

The author and his mother shaped his sibling 
experiences and memories into a beautifully 
illustrated relatable story about the ups and 
downs of being an autism sibling.  What About 
Me? is a must read for autism families that work 
every day through the realities of living in an 
autism household but always try to see the 
beauty in being an autism family.  

Beautiful New Book Lends Support  
to Autism Siblings

What About Me?

Brennan Farmer is seven years old and has a broth-
er on the spectrum who is one year younger than 
him.  He and his mother, Mandy Farmer, co-wrote 
What About Me? to let other autism siblings know 
they are not alone. Mandy has three children, sev-
en and under. She is the founder of FromMother-
hood.com and writes about autism, motherhood, 
and military family life.  

This book discusses everything from having 
to tag along for multiple appointments to ac-
cepting that a brother or sister with autism may 
sometimes have different rules.  The book has 
a positive message of acceptance and support, 
but is also very honest about the hard stuff.  
What About Me? is available on Amazon and 
perfect for autism siblings that need to hear 
that they are special and loved too.
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WHAT'S NEW ON THE BOOKSHELF?

New Book Encourages 
Friendship and Care  
for the Natural World

After the horseshoe crab swims freely back into the 
bay, the two boys feel proud about what they have 
accomplished together. They feel good about them-
selves for giving this horseshoe crab a second chance 
at life. They have achieved something together that 
they may not have been able to do alone.

Available now on:

Amazon  
eBay 
Xlibris 
Barnes and Noble

John Repp has loved to write and has had a unique 
and genuine way of expressing his feelings and 
putting them down on paper since he was 16 years 
old. He especially enjoys writing poems, short sto-
ries, lyrics, and songs. As John was growing up in 
a small suburban town on Long Island, he did not 
read much and as a result, did not develop his writ-
ing skills. It was only after he attended college and 
majored in 18th & 19th-century English literature that 
he was inspired to learn and grow as a writer, and 
his literary and writing skills improved dramatically. 
His appreciation for creative writing continues to-
day and has become a very personal and gratifying 
hobby.

John, Robert and 
The Horseshoe 
Crab Book I & II

T
his new book promotes the values of friend-
ship, collaboration, and care of the natural 
world.

This is a true story about two friends who 
came across a helpless horseshoe crab that 
was wedged inside the beam of a wood-
en fence. The two boys share their feelings 

about the situation. They communicate and work to-
gether to free the helpless animal. They show com-
passion for the horseshoe crab and free it from the 
fence. They each have done something out of the 
kindness of their own hearts.
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P
inPoint Technologies, Inc. is a smartwatch 
start-up based out of Detroit, Michigan, 
that has made it a goal to help the autism 
community. It was founded by its chief op-
erating officer, Quincy Hyatt, a Detroit na-
tive. Quincy, who has a sister with special 
needs, knows all too well what families af-

fected by autism experience every day. Like some 
families affected by autism, Quincy and the Hyatt 
family endured many distressing incidents when his 
sister wandered way, sometimes for long periods of 
time.

After experiencing these episodes one too many 
times, Quincy developed his own solution. He set 
out to make sure that no other family went through 
the same thing. 

In 2010, Quincy assembled a team and later secured 
patents for a wearable phone and GPS locating de-
vice that offers exclusive safety features. Given Quin-
cy’s experience and his connection with the autism 
community, the PinPoint team dedicated a significant 
amount of time and resources to develop a product 
that would be useful to the autism community.

AUTISM NEWS

Ways a New Smartwatch  
Makes Caring for  

an Autistic Loved One Easier
By Clifford WADDELL and Savannah BOWEN
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Unlike other companies, PinPoint didn’t want to sim-
ply create a “tracking device.”  PinPoint wanted to 
help members of the autism community keep their 
loved ones safe without it becoming burdensome to 
parents or children. While creating the PinPoint GPS-
Phone SmartWatch, PinPoint kept one thing in mind: 
that everyone is equal whether they’re on the au-
tism spectrum or not. Even though the PinPoint GPS-
Phone SmartWatch is equipped with special features 
that are useful for the autism community, the device 
still has basic features that all families would find 
useful for their loved ones.

PinPoint understands the high level of concern that 
the autism community has when it comes to mon-
itoring a person’s whereabouts. One thing that Pin-
Point learned from its research and conversations 
with members of the autism community is the im-
portance of being able to locate the person wearing 
the device, and the PinPoint GPS-Phone SmartWatch 
communicates directly with satellites. The benefit of 
this feature means that the person monitoring the 
location from their smartphone doesn’t have to wor-
ry about being within range.

A popular question asked during the development 
of the device was, “What if the person wearing the 
watch doesn’t know how to make a phone call on 
a regular phone, let alone a smartwatch?” While de-
veloping the device, PinPoint took various scenarios 
into consideration including this one. For that rea-
son, PinPoint added a feature by which the person 
monitoring the device through the smartphone app 
can command the watch to call his/her phone. After 
receiving the call from the watch, the person using 
the smartphone just has to answer like any other 
phone call. He/she will then be able to communicate 
with the individual wearing the device.

Since the development of this device, PinPoint Tech-
nologies has received outpouring support from in-

dividuals in the autism community. Quincy’s cousin, 
a special education teacher in West Virginia, praised 
the product as she believes that the device could 
be helpful to the autism community. The company 
is committed to helping raise awareness for autism 
and will also be active in the community and attend 
events to help promote the cause.

PinPoint Technologies continues to be dedicated 
to creating devices that allow families to stay con-
nected to those they care about most. The PinPoint 
GPS-Phone SmartWatch comes equipped with many 
wonderful features, but what is most important is its 
usefulness and functionality. PinPoint Technologies 
understands caring for someone with special needs 
isn’t always an easy task and wants nothing more 
than to help make caring for a loved one with autism 
a bit easier.

AUTISM NEWS

Savannah Bowen graduated from 
Greensboro College with a major in 
English and minor in creative writ-
ing. She obtained a 4.0 GPA and a 
Magna Cum Laude status at gradua-
tion, making the Dean’s List every se-
mester. Savannah was inducted into 

the English Honor Society, Sigma Tau Delta, in 2016 
and received the Collegian Excellence Award and 
the Excellence in English Award in 2017.

Clifford Waddell is the head of mar-
keting and business development for 
PinPoint Technologies. Clifford is a 
Charlotte, NC, native and 2015 grad-
uate of the University of North Car-
olina at Greensboro. He graduated 

with a BS in entrepreneurship. Clifford has always 
been an advocate for small businesses and start-
ups. Clifford joined PinPoint Technologies in 2014 
after visiting his cousin, Quincy, in Detroit. The idea 
of developing a product that served a need and 
not be stigmatized had peaked his interest. Since 
joining PinPoint Technologies, Clifford has become 
more of an advocate for autism awareness and 
child safety. Clifford felt that with his youth, energy, 
and knowledge of marketing he could help mold 
PinPoint into something great.

Website
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HELP: How Can I Make it Easy For  
My Son to Remember Skills?

      I’m struggling with my son remembering the things he has learned. I teach him one thing and he 
forgets. Any tips? 

   – MatsepoQ

A
Hey Matsepo!

What you’re experiencing is very common 
for people with developmental disabilities. 
Research shows that children with autism re-
quire significantly more learning opportuni-
ties to gain a new skill than other children. On 
top of that, children with autism often require 
more on-going training to maintain the skill. 
In other words, not only do our kiddos on the 
spectrum take longer to acquire new skills, 
they require more help to remember the skill. 
This applies to how they retain information, 
too. 

The skill of remembering what you’ve been taught 
across long periods of time is called MAINTENANCE. 
Think of it like this: If you made a new meal one time, 
you probably wouldn’t remember how to make it 
again a month later without checking the recipe. But 
if you made the meal every other day for three weeks 
in a row, you will probably remember how to make 
it a month later. The more you practice, the better 
recall you have. 

Here are some things you can do to help your son 
remember what he’s been taught:

1. Repetition: It’s key to create lots of opportu-
nities for your son to use the information he’s 

By Angelina M., MS, BCBA, MFTI

Reach Out
We encourage you to send in your questions, comments, suggestions, and 
concerns to questions@autismparentingmagazine.com. We will do our 
best to find you answers, resources, and improve the magazine to help 
all families with children on the autism spectrum. Please note that we 
may post your questions and edit them if needed.  Please include a phone 
number in case we need clarification.  We thank you for reaching out to 
us.  We will do our best to provide helpful resources and the most current 
information.

Q&A
APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
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APPLIED BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS

been taught. For example, if you taught him his 
brother’s name but he never has a reason to talk 
about his brother, he may not retain that infor-
mation. But if you ask him throughout the day, 
“Who’s sitting over there on the couch?” or “Who 
has the book?” he will be forced to recall what 
his brother’s name is. Another example may 
be math facts. You can set up times through-
out the day to practice his addition, such as 
every night before dinner or while in the bath. 

2. Generalization: Practice the skills you teach 
your son across a variety of environments, 
with different people, and with different 
items. For example, if he knows how to wash 
his hands in the downstairs bathroom, make 
sure to also practice washing hands in the 
kitchen sink and master bathroom sink. Cre-
ate a ton of opportunities for him to practice 
what he knows in a new setting. This can ap-
ply to almost anything: answering questions 
with different people, buttoning different 
shirts, tying various pairs of shoe laces, play-
ing board games with different peers, etc. 

3. Use prompts: I like to create little hints to help 
my learners remember things. For example, 
I worked with a kiddo who had socialization 
goals to respond to peers’ comments during 
conversation. We taught him that he could re-
ply, “Cool,” when a peer told him something 
interesting. We paired the word “cool” with the 
thumbs-up gesture so that from across the 
room I could signal him a thumbs-up and he 
would be reminded to say, “Cool,” to his friend 
during a conversation. With another kiddo, we 
created jingles to remember spelling words. 
On the day of the test I could just hum the tune 
and he remembered how to spell the word. 
Find little ways to remind your son of what he 
knows. 

4. Make it fun: You can use different learning 
strategies to help your child remember things. 

For example, if you taught him how to write 
his name with a paper and pencil, try having 
him write it with makers, then paint, then on 
the iPad, or with chalk outside. Or with math 
facts, you can use flashcards, a dry erase board, 
a math app, and making them into a song! Find 
new and interesting ways to target the same 
skill. 

I hope these ideas help! Keep in mind that your son 
will need extra practice to maintain the skills he has 
been taught. Be patient and have endurance. The 
more opportunities he has to use the skill, the more 
likely he is to remember it.

Angelina M. works as a Board Cer-
tified Behavior Analyst, specializ-
ing in assessing and treating chil-
dren and adolescents with autism, 
Down syndrome, and other devel-
opmental delays. She began her 
career in applied behavior analysis 

in 2006, following her youngest brother’s autism 
diagnosis, and has since worked with dozens of 
children and families. She also writes a blog about 
her experiences as both a professional and a big 
sister. Her brother, Dylan, remains her most power-
ful inspiration for helping others who face similar 
challenges. You can learn more about Angelina on 
her blog, The Autism Onion, or on Facebook.

Blog 
Facebook
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FINANCIAL PLANNING

A
t A Special Needs Plan, we advocate that 
as families look toward the future, they 
must consider the risk of government ben-
efit support being reduced as the result of 
changes in federal and state coverage. Un-
fortunately, this risk may become a reality 
sooner than anticipated.

The proposed new Health Care Act combined with 
the proposed federal budget is drastically changing 
Medicaid and the manner in which services are pro-
vided. It is estimated that these changes will mean a 
cut to Medicaid funding by the federal government 
of $610 to $834 billion. The changes also institute 
a new way in which the funding is provided to the 
states, which many disability experts fear will dras-

tically reduce benefits for individuals, placing much 
more financial burden on families for their loved 
ones’ support needs. The proposed budget not 
only affects Medicaid, but it also reduces funding 
to special education, the US Department of Labor’s 
Office of Disability Employment Policy, state devel-
opmental disabilities councils, autism programs, 
and medical research.  (https://www.disabilityscoop.
com/2017/05/23/trump-medicaid-disability-pro-
grams/23746/).

Based upon these impending changes to funding 
streams for those individuals with disabilities, in-
cluding individuals with autism, it is becoming quite 
clear that each family must have their own plan with 
specific strategies that ensure a secure future.  Fam-

Beware: The Government Is Not 
Planning for You 

By Ryan F. PLATT, MBA, ChFC, ChSNC

In our last issue, we discussed the continued rise in technology that will support 
individuals with autism as they live and work in their communities in the most 
independent manner possible. However, in order to take advantage of these growing 
opportunities, individuals with autism must be financially prepared to do so. 
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FINANCIAL PLANNING

ilies must understand the economic landscape of 
their child’s entire life, knowledge of the adjusting 
government plans, and an individual strategy that 
provides for their child’s support needs regardless of 
government policy. This may feel like an overwhelm-
ing or daunting task, or many families feel they have 
simply started too late, but neither of those items are 
true.  

Due to the complexities of this type of planning, 
families can start by taking a simple step: complete 
your child’s Letter of Intent.  

A Letter of Intent is a document written about your 
child’s current needs (medical, therapy, education, 
employment, behavioral, daily routines, and struc-
ture), as well as your future goals for them. This doc-
ument is an instruction manual for your child that 
will provide guidance to your child’s next caregiver 
if you are no longer able to care for them or if you 
pass away. (You can find a Letter of Intent at www.
HowtoSecuretheFuture.com).  

The second step is to find a special needs planning 
professional who can guide you in the process of this 
type of planning so that you do it correctly. Finding 
a specialized planning professional in this arena can 
be challenging because there are very few that focus 
their time specifically working with families like yours. 
We have included some tips below that can help:

 Ask organizations you trust for guidance.

 Reach out to other families for advice.

 Interview planning professionals:

o Do they know the differences between Sup-
plemental Security Income (SSI) and Social 
Security Disability Income (SSDI), as well as 
Medicaid vs. Medicare?

o Do they know the qualification requirements 
of SSI and Medicaid?

o What special needs planning certifications 
do they hold?

o What continuing education do they com-
plete in this area of planning?  How often?

o Can they explain the advantages, as well as 
the drawbacks, to an ABLE Account?

o Can they describe the different types of spe-
cial needs trusts and when each type is used?

o Do they know how taxes work within a spe-
cial needs trust?

o Do they know what IEP means?

o How are they involved in the special needs 
community (other than professionally)?

o Will they share the planning process to use in 
creating a special needs plan?

o Would they let you speak with two or three 
families they have helped in developing a 
special needs plan?

o What is the professional’s business continuity 
plan, so that someone with your knowledge 
is still able to help if you are no longer here?

Your plan spans two generations, so it is critical you 
begin to build a team that can support your family 
today, as well as into the future.

For more information on how to prepare for the 
future, be sure to contact a financial advisor who 
specializes in serving families with special needs. A 
Special Needs Plan is driven by what they call Un-
leash L.I.F.E.™—L.I.F.E. meaning Lasting Indepen-
dence For Everyone™.  This is accomplished with 
education, action, and support in the creation, im-
plementation, and continued monitoring of a spe-
cifically designed lifelong and integrated plan for 
your family of parents, caregivers, your loved one 
with special needs, and their siblings.

101 N. McDowell Street, Suite 120 
Charlotte, NC 28204 
704-326-7910  
www.aspecialneedsplan.com

Ryan F. Platt is a registered representative of and 
offers securities, investment advisory, and finan-
cial planning through MML Investors Services, LLC, 
member SIPC (www.sipc.org). A Special Needs Plan 
is not subsidiary or affiliate of MML Investors Ser-
vices, LLC or it affiliated companies. This article is 
not a recommendation or endorsement of any 
products.
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AUTISM AND FOOD Healthy Eats courtesy of

By Elouise ROBINSON, 
Autism Food Club

Chocolate Mousse
Ingredients
250 grams / 1 cup coconut cream or thick part of 
tinned coconut milk, after it’s been in the fridge 

1 tablespoon honey 

1 teaspoon of vanilla extract 

1½ tablespoons cocoa powder

METHOD:
Whisk the coconut cream for a minute, add the rest of the 
ingredients, and whisk again. Place in small bowls such as 
ramekins and allow to chill for at least an hour. 

Note: Though the ingredients can just be stirred together, the 
whisking just provides a lighter texture. 

A Chocolate Delight in a Matter of Minutes

All of this delivered straight to your iPad automatically every month

GET STARTED AND CLICK THE SUBSCRIBE BUTTON NOW! SUBSCRIBE

 Get helpful parenting tips

 Find useful techniques for 
working with sensory issues

 Learn the best ways to gain 
access to services

 Get the latest news from 
around the world

 Stay connected with the latest 
techniques and treatments

 Gain access to monthly Q&A 
from parents just like you

for the price of cafe latte per month

Autism Parenting 
Magazine

SUBSCRIBE TO
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